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SOIL FUMIGATION

i.; .1. A. Hv-slop. Bureau of Entomology, f . A. Dei>ortm<nt <\i Agnmllurc

' I'-hiTancan insects have always Leon the source ot more or loss

’

i
'•>’

i lent to the entomologist engage*! in fi« *L 1 crop insert in vest i-

- in greenhouse management and truck crop growing very

treatments have been devised, as the inten>ive methods in

oj'aurhos of agriculture make possible and profitable methods

s: jmld crop farming, arc prohibited by cost and labor. Among
’

•'!> pests, forms which complete their life cycles within on** year

: li transform more or less uniformly and contemporaneously,

1 n quite successfully combated by cultural methods. these

'
'

1 -i hods are also being generally recommended for such lorins

' "nils (Elaterid larvae) and white grubs iLnch nodenut larva 1

;

'!"]i*l more than one season in the soil as larva*, these methods,

"Ugh carried out most thoroughly, cannot, from the nature of

a Lt Dries of these pests, be efficient in less than two years ami

of forms like Melanotm spp. in which the larval stage extends

’ winters, three years of combative culture will be required

held of the pest. It is with this knowledge that such recom-

;,,us are made, not because they are believed to be efficient

-use no better treatment has, as yet, been brought forward.

following paragraphs will be outlined a radical departure
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from the general line of remedial work against subterranean hiNvu

This departure is soil fumigation and, inasmuch as we have only in,.,;

one fumigant, soil fumigation with sodium cyanide.

Three phases of any remedial measure always confront the inw-r.

gator; first, will the remedy in question be efficient; second, will h

practicable and safe; and third, will it be economical. The work

the past season, which will be reviewed in detail later and which u :i
,

carried on under the Office of Cereal and Forage Crop Insect I nv* li-

gations of the National Bureau, proved the first of these phases ;iffir na-

tively. The practicability of the treatment resolves itself intn i.v

questions, how shall we apply the fumigant, and when shall wc ajipiv

it. The first question is being investigated by consultation with ™!i,-

mercial chemists and manufacturers of farm machinery. The nthi.;

question was partly solved by pot and field experiments this

Four possible and practicable times of application present thcmx h -

first, with the fertilizer at the time of seeding; second, drilling in wim

an attachment at the time of corn cultivation; third, at the i inn-

fall ploughing; and fourth, at the time of spring ploughing.

The great danger attached to the use of cyanide on the farm. Urn;

to men and live stock, is, perhaps, the most serious negative f;wm:

that the initial work has faced and may ultimately render tin- tr«a'-

lnont inadvisable.

Another serious factor in determining the final value of this p-w.-m;:,

measure is its ultimate effect upon the microbiota of the soil. Ih > 1
-•*

botanical investigations have proved the interdependence of '‘mii:-

plants, notably the Leguminosce , and certain bacteria. Inve-m:ii">

have also found other free living nitrifying bacteria in the soil ;m<l - |! •

believe that the fertility of the soil is largely dependent up"ii m

activities of microorganisms. If the cyanide destroys these n< fr -

aud necessary bacteria, reinoculation will be necessary after tm 1
i V;r

nide treatment. However, that this absolute soil sterilization ' m' 1

:

’

undesirable, is not as evident as it might seem on casual const
1

- ratn'L-

Krom the statements of Russel and Hutchinson of the Rot!

Experiment Station (England) quoted by Prof. T. B, W<> ! m

presidential address before the Agricultural Section of th- W [

'-

Association for the Advancement of Science at Birmingham : > V 11

the so-called soil toxicity, held to be caused by toxic subst;; ' P
1

’

duced by the crops themselves, is in reality not a soil toxi-
’ 111

soil impoverishment. The soil is depleted of its nitrifying
:tl tt

,

1

by certain protozoa which feed upon these bacteria. Thos- n ' lr
^

able protozoa would be killed as well as their prey and reis
ul;

|

would be more than compensated by the vigorous developm o!

newly introduced bacteria in the absence of their depredator
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M: J i t D. Larsen of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Experiment

^tniinti has found that protozoa are very abundant in Hawaiian soils

:iri ,l that soil fumigation with carbon bisulphid acted as a derided

iiml us to crop production.

In t lit* experiments so far carried on, the treatment lias been so cost [y

a* tn be prohibitive in actual farm practice. However, this is not to

regarded as a serious factor, for cyanide can undoubtedly be pro-

inmi in a much cheaper form than that used in the trials, and smaller

.iu-aire with cheap filler will very probably make the treatment econom-

;i
i

;ii]v available.

Tlu* laboratory work was all carried on at the United States field

laboratory located at Hagerstown, Md., and in this work Mr. M.

Packard assisted materially. The field work was carried on at Wolf-

villi-, Md., near Hagerstown, and at Bridgeport, X. V., near Syracuse.

Tito laboratory work was started late in May by a series of pot

•xperiuients to determine the effect of the fumigant upon the crop

v he treated. Corn was selected as the crop because it is probably

a.nre generally and seriously damaged by subterranean insects than

:iiiy nf tlie cereal and forage crops. The cyanide used in these experi-

ei iit- was not the c. p. sodium cyanide but a commercial mixture

•witaining from 39 per cent to 40 per cent of cyanogen, the cquiva-

•"!ii of 98 per cent to 99 per cent potassium cyanide. The mixture

•:t' as follows:

•v<lmm cyanide. 74 per cent to 70 per ceni

Alkaline chlorides 10 per cent to 24 per n-nt

bi'-rr substances 2 per cent to 8 per ccuf

Ha puts used in all the laboratory work were unglazed earthenware

: -' Av<t pots six inches in diameter and six inches in depth. This size

'"
lT w;i* selected because the general depth of ploughing is about six

:.nrl by simply determining what fractional part of an acre was

.] in the exposed surface of earth in a pot, the dosage could be

r" !^l J b determined in terms of pounds per acre. The earth used in

VfM>
• periments was ordinary corn field earth from a neighboring

!!n :

; the. entire batch was thoroughly mixed to eliminate as far as

all variables but those intentionally introduced, three

‘ re used, each series containing twelve pots divided into lour

^fhU]w three pots each. In the first series (Division A; all the pots

( rf >• ;ed and treated on the same day, May 29. In the first group
1 ^ in >ots in this series no cyanide was used and the group served

“ ,u ^ : The second group contained one scruple of cyanide to the

(1 r" pIv 300 pounds to the acre; the third, one dram. 900 pounds
^ i( (i

: and the fourth, two drams, 1700 pounds to the acre. In

" ^ r

l series of twelve pots (Division B) the cyanide dosage and
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cheek wore as in tlie first series but no seed was planted on thi Am
soil treatment. The treatment with cyanide in this series v :i .

May 29. On June 10 one pot from each of the four groups in tin -
:

.

was seeded. On June 24 a second pot from each group was seem ,j :;

on July 8 the remaining pot in each group was seeded. Ti. e. r

series of twelve pots (Division 0) was entirely seeded on May p
no cyanide treatment was made at. the time of seeding. TA

;
~

group of three pots was never treated with cyanide and, a> in

A and /i, served as a check. The second group was treated will: .
-

nide, June 10
,
the same amounts being used as in the other serir-.

third group was similarly treated on June 24 and the fourth grnoj. v

similarly treated on July 8. The accompanying tables are sHhal. -

atory. The experiments showed conclusively that sodium ryu

cannot la 1 placed in the soil at the time of seeding with the fen

ami cannot he placed in the soil during the process of cullivaiiw; *

;

sequent to seeding. These experiments also show that sodium

nide is decreasingly poisonous up to from twenty-six to forty day- .vm

application, after which no appreciable difference can be fount! !--i

treated pots and untreated chocks, thus setting a margin of <\u

in seeding, after treatment with this fumigant, of forty days.

As laboratory results are always subject to discrepancies re

necessarily artificial conditions, two field experiments wen* n n r; n

at Wolfville, Aid., and a third at Bridgeport, X. Y. The

experiments, at Wolfville, Aid., were conducted during the ’moif

*

June. In one field cyanide, at the rate of about 300 i
:

acre, was drilled into the corn hills by hand, simulating, a* lo: '

possible, the depth and distance from the ])Iants that it vimm :•

drilled in by machinery when cultivating the crop. The em-: m *

field was planted on Alay 13 and the plants were about ten inn' - —
when treated on June (i. Sixty-seven hills were treated. !

r

was again visited on June 18 and on that date every treat i ; :
'

killed out. the plants being dried up. In another field cy; :

applied at the rate of about 150 pounds per acre in the same v ^ r" '

"

the above and when again examined on June 18 gave the san ;v '
: “ v

The field experiments at Bridgeport, N. Y., come under tw> ;i<:i
‘

to answer the first and third phases of remedial measures a

in the third paragraph of this paper. Wireworms (Agriof-

were in the fields in enormous numbers, in fact so nun;

application was made to our office for assistance. Corn w;
1 1

1

.‘

;

infested that some fields were reseeded while all were “p r i
’’

as a result of the depredations of these insects. The gene: A 5
*

..

on the farms in this region, which are principally hay farm-
!l

Ay,

land in sod tor three years at least and, if it is still prod 1
:

-
"
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j

v uf timothy hay, to continue tin* sod for from live to wwii

The conditions arc, therefore, ideal for experimental imi of

uaiure under discussion. The farm on which we arc workmu; is

j
1 1 1

1

1 remarkably uniform in the matters of soil and drainage, the

due to the contour, being artificial surface drainage by i In-

j |( id known as “land ploughing,-' that is. leaving a «le;ul furrow

, ;
, !

\ liftern or twenty feet which drains into deep permanent ditches.

The wirewonns were attacking several crops other than corn, among

>.

;T h might be mentioned potatoes, beans, carrots, wheat and imisli-

Potatoes wore riddled by these insects, as many as ten larva.1

>;!;u found in a single tuber. As the worms were concentrated in

•;,r potato hills these were the first. to be treated to determine the first

; ;j,
i
principal phase of the problem, namely, tin* efficiency, regardless

T all other factors, of the remedy in question.

in October 1 cyanide was placed in fifteen hills by hand at the rate

’ T Hi pounds per acre, the treated hills being consecutive in the row

;i!i' ! with untreated hills on either side of the treated area. < hi i tetoher

1 tin ic of the treated hills were dug out and examined. 'Hie larva?

Aviv -till numerous but inactive. They were in a very abnormal

vdmde, being distended and straight, presenting a rigid corpse-like

T!' 1 mance. Fifty of these larva? were collected and j)laced in miaU

-I imxes with moist sphagnum moss to determine whether l hey were

' uailx* dead or merely temporarily overcome by the cyanide. In

'
- :ui adjoining untreated hills all the larva? were active and normally

;; ' T,‘nded. Fifty of these lame from untreated hills were plaeed in

' similar to the treated hill specimens as a check. At the end oi

days tin* two groups of boxes were examined. The larva* from

*' t hills were all dead and had started to discolor while tin* elieck

I!,

ens were alive and active. On October 9 the remaining treated

1 re dug out, no living insects of any kind were to be found in

' above the depth to which the cyanide had been introduced,

' inches. Many dead larva? were still to be found, while in all

'^hiing hills of the patch, examined when the crop was dug,

bve larva? were still feeding on the tubers. Urns was the

" :M * of the remedy conclusively proved in the affirmative. .S»>

’'rofle will kill wirewonns if correctly applied.

1

!

ond experiment has not yet. been concluded. It is being

1 in a 20-acre field which has been in sod since 1910. Ihi^

mediately adjoins the potato field in which the above experi-

llt ' -re carried on. A strip containing one twentieth of an acre,

;,n the east by the potato field before mentioned, on the west

^ a b o of fall plough sod similar to itself and on the north by a

Jlti
5°n of the same ploughing, has been treated by sowing, by
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hand, finely crushed sodium cyanide at the rate of 500 point' h

acre. The pieces were approximately as large as a pea. This n* ;tV .

dosage was applied in order to give striking and easily recognizai.;.-

results. The cyanide was sown in the furrows and the sod turm-.l

top of the poison. The ploughing was quite evenly seven inch*- aii.i

thus the poison was quite uniformly buried to this depth. All nf i].>

field will be planted to corn next spring. A strip, of about oin-lwi:-

acre area, was left in the field for spring ploughing and an area on ti,j,

will be treated with cyanide at the time of ploughing. Across t!.-

field, at right angles to the ploughing and also the cyanide experimt-ir.

a strip is to be treated with lime at the rate of one ton to the acre. T

strip will cross part of the cyanide treated area. The above expri-

mental plat was arranged to throw light on the following question*,

will sodium cyanide affect the soil chemically or physically, if mi. w'...

the effect be influenced by the time of treatment and time of plough

and will the cyanide be affected in its relation to the soil or in it > n a-

tion to the insects by liming. Aside from the subject under discusd-i:.

the older remedial measure of culture will receive additional data.

The pertinent results of this season’s work may be summaiwi a*

follows; first, sodium cyanide will not permanently injure the

second, it cannot be applied while the crops are on the land nor i innK'di-

ately prior to seeding, and third, it will kill wireworms.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENT WITH SODIL'M CYANIDE—DIVISION A

|
Division

j
Insecticide Treatment

S

St
i

£ Amount ; Date

'

May 29 June 10 June 15 June 24

•

July 8 July 15

.

A 1 None. . ,

.

May 29.

.

Seeded. .

.

4 sprouts. 5 plants .

.

5 plants.

.

2 None. . .

.

May 29.

.

Seeded. .

.

3 sprouts. 6 plants.

.

6 plants.

.

Discontinued t hi.*
" -

3 None. . .

.

May 29.

.

Seeded . .

.

2 sprouts. 2 plants.

.

2 plants.

.

4 1 scr May 29.

.

Seeded. .

.

No seed No seed No seed No seed No see>t ^ v

sprouted sprouted sprouted sprouted sprout
•

'

3 , 1 scr.. .,

.

May 29.

.

Seeded. ,

.

'•

6
;

1 scr May 29.

.

Seeded
“

!

"
1

7 :

1 dram . . May 29.

.

Seeded No seed No seed No seed No seed
j

No see': V " - -

sprouted sprouted sprouted sprouted sprt"-'
r; '

S
|

1 dram .

,

May 29.

.

Seeded. .

.

“ “
!

“

!

9:1 dram .

.

j

May 29.

.

Seeded, ,

,

10 i
2 drams.

.

May 29 .

.

! Seeded, .

.

No seed No seed No seed No seed
j

No see

sprouted sprouted sprouted sprouted; sprou'
: ‘

'

11
|

2 drams.

,

May 29 . Seeded. .

.

«*

j

12
:
2 drams .

'

May 29.

.

Seeded..

.

j

-
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CONDENSED RESULTS OF DIVISION ,1 OF For KXPKHIMI N IS

.[ Number Treatment
j

IVrentage "I Living Flam > at Ei id <>f ! A j»Tl] tli-Ilt

Cheek

1 Per

; 72';

I (Irani .

1

n«

,

j 2 drams 1
«'

,

LABORATORY EXPERIMENT WITH SODIUM CYANIDE -l>lVl>lt iN H

Insecticide Treatment—
j

May 29 June 10 June 15 June 21 July * July i:, July M
Amount Date

|

i

None. . .

.

May 29 Seeded . .

.

t sprout . I pltilll .

.

1 plant . . 1 plant . 1 plant.

None. .

.

. May 29 Seeded . . 5 plants.

.

5 plants. platil?.

None. . .

.

Mav 29 Seeded.

.

.* plant? 5 plants.

1 -r r.. . . May 29.. : Seeded . .

.

1 sprout . 1 plant .

.

1 plant . . J plant . 1 plant.

1 *er May 29 Seeded... i plant . 1 plant . . 1 plant.

1 Her May 29 S-eded. . ) plant? . 5 plants.

1 • train .

.

May 29 : Seeded

.

1 plant . Died . N'> plant No plant.

1 drain May 29 Seeded . 2 plant- 2 plants .'i plants.

j May JO Sc*lied J.l'ifjt*.

2 Iranis.

.

May 29 Seeded

.

No plant No plant Nr, plant No plant,

- dram?.

.

May 29 Seeded

.

2 plant? l! pl;iur.- 2 plant,-.

2 drams.

.

May 29.. Seeded

.

•1
1 plant,-.

CONDENSED RESULTS OF DIVISION B OF POT EXPERIMENTS

Number Seeded Percentage of Living Plant? at End of Experiment

Gt'c

12 days after treatment.

.

26 days after treatment. .
.

,

40 day's after treatment.

.

$
c
l

33
c
i

>2
c
l
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laboratory experiment with sodium cyanide-division c

V I Tjrin'l iriilr Treat mi nt

:s /
"

May 211 June 10 June 15 June 24 July a July r,

Arnnunt Date

C ] Naur. . . Seeded.. 5 plants o plants . 5 plants . 5 plants.

.

5 plant:-

N'liic. .

.

. seeded
. 6 plants.

.

0 plants.

.

6 plants.

.

6 plants.

.

6 pla?ii'

3 N<JIir. .. Sealed . i) plant-' 5 plants.

.

5 plants.

.

5 plants o plant'

I 1 mT„ . . June III. Seeded. 4 jtJuiir All dead .

=5
1 Hrarxi . . June 10. Sen led »5 plants*

.

All dead .

6 2 iIran is . June 10 . rwiied. 3 plants1
. All dead .

7 1 scr. . . . June 21. N.vde 1 . . 6 plants.

.

6 plants.

.

5 plants*

.

A 11 dead
s [ dram . . June 21... Seeded 2 plants.

.

2 plants . 2 plants1
. All dead

9 2 drams June 21 . Seeded. .

.

6 plants . 6 plants.

.

6 plants1
. All dea l

10 1 srr. . . . July X Seeded. .

.

6 plants.

.

6 plants.

.

6 plants.

.

6 plants1
.

It I dram . July s Seeded. .

.

6 plants.

.

0 plants.

.

6 plants . 6 plants1
.

12 2 drams July X Seeded. .

.

5 plants.

.

5 plants.

.

5 plants.

.

5 plants1
.

1 rndieah\* date i Hi will ell r VLUl!de was a] ^l it"

CONDENSED RLSl’LTs OF DIVISION C OF POT EXPERIMENTS

Pul Number Treated with Cyanide Percentage of Living Plants at End "f ]>

10- 11-12

Cluvk

1- days after seedling 0
r
£

26 days after seeding . .
. o

f

o

40 days after Medina. . .
. 0 f,

£

Colonel William C. Gurgns. Surgeon-General of the United States Arno
tliv honorary degree of Doctor of Science from Princeton on June 16. and >

oi haws lrom \ ale I niversitv on June 17. In presenting him for this lmii* -i

Professor Cross spoke as follows:

U illiam Crawford Gorgas, Surgeon-General of the United States A
is needless to rehearse the career of General Gorgas. As chief sanitar
lhnana, Ik* entered into a close fight with yellow fever and drove that di-

the Cuban capital. As medical director of the, Panama Zone, his applied
lessons ot science to practical hygiene and sanitation made possible the
of an immense engineering project. In recognition of his splendid achiev
lu» been honored at home and abroad by degrees, medals, and men
scientific societies an<l most impressively by his recent call to South Ah
pi o^e the sanitary conditions in the mining district of the great WiL ’>•

do General Gorgas, as to few others, has been allotted the extreme die

wing the story of his achievements become a part of current history a !

nund the admiration of the civilized world. Of old, this honor came to

who left blood and slaughter in their trail; it has come to General Go

n

unnumbered lives he has saved.”
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!

SOME FACTORS AFFECTING RESULTS IN THE USE OF
HIGH TEMPERATURE FOR THE CONTROL OF

INSECTS INJURING CEREAL PRODUCTS
By II. (JooDwix

lu -(line experiments in treating Hour mills using Iwat. several

: -.jimv- were experienced when apparently sufficient radiat ion had hern

:.sia!ieil. These mills had proportionally as much ra<liation as simi-

,:!\ n instructed mills in which excellent results had Been obtained.

\ - uvnil survey of these mills failed to disclose any lack of Meain

—utv: neither was the failure due to only partial circulation oi

o.;hii in the radiator coils; nor to a greatly reduced opening in the

-> a m pipes leading to the heating coils. In one or two mills a lack of

-mi m pressure owing to the small or greatly reduced passage ways of

•
- oi -am mains, or feed pipes, was readily discovered and the trouble

'.""ii remedied. In two flour mills. however, leaks in I Ik* heating

produced an extremely moist atmosphere, and although the tem-

•raiiuv was high enough to kill most of the stages of the Mediterran-

v: Ilnur moth, especially the small lame, many of tin* other minor

pe-ts survived and appeared to be none the worse for having Been

'•it'd. The temperatures attained, 45°(.\ to almost 47°('., were

enough to kill many of the insects present. But, apparently, on

•
1 ‘ * *

' 1 1 it of the relatively high humidity many survived. These insects

'••kid, survived the test, were not greatly disturbed, even when the

uf the heating period was greatly lengthened. The heated

:uu..'[»iiere did not seem to penetrate very deeply into any collections

: -B i g r which occurred in machines or in conveyors in which these

lived. The treated insects which surviveil acted perfectly

-' 'an; utter the test, and reproduced normally later in the year.

*'- is ;; Cleared to disprove the practical efficiency of high temperature

1: control of cereal insects, unless a greatly increased amount of

'oiu: >’U was provided.
J

' mount of radiation present, already exceeded the requirement
l ‘

: ' U!: ' uiy constructed flour mills, in which excellent results had Been
' * The only factor which appeared to be responsible for the

difference and that was preventing the necessary rise in tern-

' r ‘ ir above 45°C. to the fatal temperature for most insects, 48T.

.

was the extreme humidity of the heated atmosphere. I he

oncluctivity of the W’oocl floors being very small, the evapora-

’

|

]
' -°t rapid, but the amount of heat absorbed by the evaporating

"ded the atmosphere in the mill being treated to such an ex-

; the necessary rise in temperature above 15°C. to the fatal
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temperature, 48°C. to 52°C., could not be attained. This terii.fu-

ture kills all stages of the cereal pests that I have tried in lab^nu. r,

experiments, excepting the young larva of Troyodermu ornatuta, u Li :

often requires 53°C. to 54°C. before succumbing to the effects n»

In one flour mill all the return pipes from the heating system t mpti,

into open condensing tanks in the basement of the mill. The ln-uhi^

of this mill was a partial failure, apparently due to the humid atmos-

phere and also to not being properly equipped with steam trap', m

condensers, so that a steam pressure of 40 to 00 pounds could he in =

in the entire heating system.

Soon after these failures to obtain the fatal temperature. t-\h-n-

ments were begun to substantiate or disprove this relative hunmiip.

theory. A small water-jacketed oven was pressed into service: ^vi-m;

small hygrometers, some of which later proved to be inaccurate ami a

gas burner and some accurate thermometers completed the first m i

apparatus. A large scries of tests using this oven, placing then in li -

insects and material treated in small glass vessels with brass-cloth lid*

to confine the insects, gave results which seemed to substantial** ti.<-

humidity theory. These results were not technically exact, helm

they need no further comment, excepting the fact, that they provr-;

chat moisture is a very important factor when using high tempmaui!* '

for the control of the insects affecting cereals and cereal product v

The amount of heat required for a dry-atmosphere, high-tcnip«*i':i-

ture test was much less than for an extremely moist-atmosplnn i<--.

demonstrating the necessity for more careful and exact experm n-nt*

along these lines, and proving in a rough way that the leaks in tic b

ing system and wet floors were responsible for the partial blue'

mentioned.

Later, a small water-jacketed oven with an air-space surn-amui^

the water-jacket was procured and better grade hygrometers. < 'ib '

the wet and dry bulb thermometers, and an apparatus was dev '* <[ i
(

'

:

circulating the air in the oven around the wet bulb therm m* 1 ' 1

Brass wire-cloth containers for the insects and material were a "

structed in order to get more exact and uniform conditions tin

the oven, and in the material treated. These small wire-cloth

ers permitted the passage of the air through their walls and >“ 1;
;'

rapid escape and ingress of moisture. It permitted the hun :11J ‘
:i

the moist-atmosphere tests to come in direct contact with t! u ' , i l

being treated, allowing very small chance for error. A sen 1,1

periments were made, taking into consideration the previon *!*“.

ments and avoiding, as far as possible, the discrepancies which 1
lirre

in the first series of tests.

The inner walls of the incubator oven were covered wit 1
•"* 1 ‘ ~
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1

1

;

j

|

r

saturated with water, thus completely preventing condensation

ulirii making moist-atmosphere tests, and insuring a very humid

atm sphere. In dry tests this was removed. An atomizer throwing

i,,.r water, was used without success, as was also small amounts of live

The special burner was modified so that small amounts of gas

n it] Id he used with a low flame and consequently the rise in temprr-

;ifinv in the oven was necessarily extremely even and slow. The gas

ensure proved to be too strong and a pressure reducer was therefore

.i.-viN-d to reduce the gas pressure from eight ounces to one-half miner.

A good grade of machine oil was substituted for the water which is

ordinarily used in such a pressure reducer. The regulator was adjusted

until the pressure was sufficiently reduced to require no further at ten-

dim a> the machine oil does not evaporate. A large MitlmfT hygrom-

i-t'T. reading direct, was used to register tin* percentage of moisture

Rjv.Tiii. These readings were checked by tin* use of a wet and dry

I'ulh thermometer and the results were calculated from the psychro-

liMrie tables of the United States Weather Bureau. A wet Imlb

tiiermomcter will not register the minimum temperature correctly

.

utiles the air is circulated around it. To obtain this circulation some

device that will circulate the air around the wet bulb thermometer is

Squired. An electric bell was modified for this purpose by removing

dm hall from the vibrator arm and replacing it with a small fan made

Jfoni light, soft wood. This modified electric bell was operated with

uvn dry batteries, and the rapid vibration of the fan blade circulated

air around the base of the thermometer,

lhr following list of species were used in these experiments:

—

- 'inns surinamensis L.

t '‘••art at advena Walt.
r'' !

> orlus gemeUatus Duv.
f- 1 •’

• r>phi(£U£ minutus Oliv.

t jmlertna ornalum Say.
d 'I'.n.us piceus Oliv.

T- !,rtoides mauritanicus L.

Sitofirepa puninn J..

Triholium confutum Duv.

Tent-brio molitor L

Plot)in interpunctilio Dubn.

Ephe.it in kut-f, niello Ml
Cainmini oryzn L.

In oven experiments most of the different species of insects

i!ed at a slightly lower temperature when using moist beat than

%g dry. The rice weevil (0. oryza) seemed to be especially

Si-ct; file to heat in a moist atmosphere, repeated tests showing

• A to 4° C. less are required to prove fatal than when using dry

a]r
‘ "

*’eral of the other species died at practically a uniform tern-

j*
raV:

, regardless of the presence or lack of moisture. Consider-

nation in the moisture content of infested material and in the

,jf the insects infesting the same was also experienced. In

b most of the insects became very active at 40° C. to 43 ( .,

hc- f
i the adults. This activity increased with the increase in
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temperature until they became frantic in their efforts to escape,
i

:

.

high temperature speedily caused death. A lowering of the teiujir

tun* previous to attaining the fatal degree generally brought

almost normal actions though, in some cases, a period of inn^ivr.

resulted before normal activities were resumed. This period of

tial inactivity sometimes lasted several days before all of the fhim in;,*

were ])erforme<l in an entirely natural way. In many cases, espivixlv

when a dry atmosphere at 47° (‘ to 48° C. was used, the insccis

viving tin* test would die several hours to several days later. In ink -

ing a large number of tests it was observed that very often the diiiVr. •.*

stages of the same species, succumbed at slightly different ti ni|nr :;
-

tures. In even’ case, as far as these experiments extended, tin

stage was the first to be destroyed. The resistance of the stages vo r--
:

with the insect, but in general that stage which endured Ihe gtva!<-

heat, or sometimes survived, was usually the dormant one in whi--.

the insect passes tin* winter. In those cases where all stages mriir :*

all seasons, little difference in resistance could be discerned, Inn in la-

ease of T. tminium, the partially grown, or young larva, readily ir-

vived a temperature which proved fatal to the other stages.

Sih'cuuts surinamen.sis was not much more susceptible to mobi iliai;

dry heat. In a large series of experiments the fatal temperatur"

with moist and dry heat were not more than 1° C. apart, and tin-

age was a little less than .41 of a degree Centigrade. The egg

was killed in every case by 44° C. to 45° 0.; 44° C. being the

temperature which destroyed life in the egg. Larva*, pupa- ^
adults died at 40° C. to 48° 0., the ‘pupa; proving more suscepiii’ 1

'

heat than larva? or adults. The beetles withstood treatment

and also a slightly higher temperature. This beetle is almo° -t
:
*

versal feeder. l)eing able to live and reproduce in wheat. Hour. < 1 :;

meal, breakfast foods, crackers, currants, raisins, dried fruits nu-i

of several kinds, if the shells are broken. With the excel >ii"U 1

Tribolium confiwim, it is probably the most common and dc- 1

pest affecting cereal products and ground cereals. It is not p-t 1:!i

.

the end or corner of a package of cereal, as are some other

but works through the entire mass, nibbling here and there an* ! n '
f

ing all of it unfit for food.

Cathartus advena lives almost entirely on ground cereals.
ni:: -

often be found in stored grain in company with other specie-

jidcc. It rarely occurs in great numbers, but it is one of tin
"

stored-grain pests. A moist, heated atmosphere kills thi>
Tl ' ‘‘

almost 1°C. lower temperature than when it is subjected to '

Like >8. surmamensia, it does not always recover from the
_

l(

y ^
being subjected to a dry, heated atmosphere, often dying sev !

u
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,

,

r ,

;

: <
y r* nftcr the test. While it may not he killed outright hy the

h ;i ! certain of its tissues, or organs, seem to become lixed, failing to

rm their normal functions, and this causes death sonic time after

o, ari.ual treatment.

i ,’!l,ar1u$ gcmellatus
,
a closely related species. seemed to he afiVried

J-uilnrly bv heat; the fatal or killing temperature being the same, and

tin iiiial results very nearly the same.

I.mnnphlmts minutm. These tiny l>eetles are hard to kill, almo.d

;,u' (\ oeing necessary. The lame and pupa* wen* killed hy -IS
5
(\ to

I

1.''
( .. and no eggs hatched after being treated to -b">° ( These small

i i i sio are among the most difficult of the (’ncujhhr to kill with high

Mnpcrature, but almost no difference could be detected between the

^frrts of moist and dry heat, the average difference in effective temper-

i

1 nv being less than .25 or J of a degree ( 'em igrade. They commonly

rm in flour, corn meal, cereal products, nuts, raisins and sometimes

'hied fruits. They are so small and flat that they easily find en-

i lance beneath the lids of all but the closest fitting canister tops, and

" Isolds of individuals will often be found in a few ounces of food

isat. rial. Several scores of individuals were found living in a chest

-

• •'it from which the lame of BaUnitice had emerged.

hinj')if('nna ornatum. The young larva of this Ihnmslld survived

of the tests, being seemingly much better fitted to resist extremely

•-’UN temperatures than the other stages of this insect. It is much
::i,,re resistant than any other of the species of cereal pests, as far as

have been tested by the author. The young larva* become

iwtive at 45° C. to 47° C. and continue their aetivilies with irreg-

: :ir periods of inactivity until a temperature of 52° C. to 53° C. is

-u o i
r l. 52° C. the young larvae begin dying ami usually are all

: ;il
< !, i'lore. a temperature of 53° C. is attained. The beetles, pupa*

;>*id i-iji grown larvae were readily killed by 1.8° C. to 50° (\ Moist:

sphere at 48° C. to 50° C. was fatal to the beetles, pupa* and full

i

; trva?, but was no more effective than a dry atmosphere at
'
ilIi ' 1 ’ T!,mperatures. This species will subsist on corn meal, popcorn,

'
i n, nuts, feathers, skins, museum specimens of birds, mammals.
;,
te., furs, woolens, and is almost a universal feeder.

,v
-""fin panicea. The drugstore beetle is readily killed in all

’

" v 47° C. to 49° C., there being apparently no difference between

.

" * " of a heated moist or a heated dry atmosphere. This beetle

^
" \' !

' ial importance as it is truly a universal feeder on dried herbs,

cereal products, and drugs of many kinds. It is a pest of

b m.
ilium and museum, besides being a common drugstore pest,

at leather, if no other food is present, and it has, in a few

almost destroyed horn scoops in boxes of drugs where the
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scoop was covered with some drug for several months, and w >. !j(lt

disturbed or moved.

Tenebrioides mauritanicus and Tenebrio molitor. The cadelle hn-i!,..

are readily killed by 48° C., but the larvae will often live until a t« m-

perature of almost 50° 0. is attained. Moisture, or the lack of m,,-;.,

ture in the atmosphere, does not seem to make any radical difT< ivim

The beetles of the cadelle, and also the darkling beetles, are kil!« »i i,v

.47° O. to 48° C., but the larva of the former is more resist am and a

higher temperature is required to destroy it. The larvae of T. tu»],

however, are more susceptible to heat in the presence of nioi-uir-

than in its absence. Larvae of T. molitor died at 46° C. to 48° < .

Tribolium confusum. The confused flour beetle is killed by 4S
:

c,

and the moisture content of the heated atmosphere seems to mak**

very little difference in results. The slight difference in favor <>i tU

moist atmosphere is not sufficiently large to be of any advantage. In

fact, taking into account the slower rise in temperature in niomt air.

the obstruction to the penetration of heat, and the consequent Lili-

culty in obtaining a fatal or killing temperature, the dry atmospliwv

is preferable. The eggs, lame and pupae are all more readily kill'd

than the adults by the dry heated atmosphere. The adults recover

rapidly from the effects of heat if they survive. The larva* and pui'ue

sometimes survive the dry-heat treatment if the killing temper:;! up

is rarely or scarcely attained, but all die subsequently, even if ir:ui>-

ferred to a moist food supply. Larvse and pupse which survive a

similar temperature in a moist atmosphere seem in no way inconven-

ienced by the treatment they receive, and develop normal!}'. Wln-i;

the confused flour beetles are placed in the oven with a quality

flour, or middlings, they leave the surface of the material, : iryniir

themselves in the cooler parts of their food supply as the ten)
]

vr:it tip-

rises. When the mass begins to heat through, they attempt to < ^ ;i
!

lr

the heat by crawling out of the material and soon die on the

of their food at 47°C, to 48°C. The time required for the unit t
!

'

penetrate the middlings, or food supply, varies with the mir rw!

be treated, its moisture content and also with the intensity of t

Flour on the metal bottoms of conveyors will heat through :
4

hours if the surrounding atmosphere is heated to a temper uiv 1,1

oo°C. to 60°C. The flour in the conveyors is often 2 or 3 inch

so these insects would not be affected by any fumigants excel t!/

heavy penetrating gases, and would need to be subjected to
11

'

long periods.

Plodia interpundella. The Indian meal moth is readily

high temperature, 46°C. often proving fatal to larvae, pupae an- ; *
iut ‘

if continued for several hours. A habit of this species, that oi ,,r^
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t lie surface of infested material, especially ground cereals, and

;
,Smi nf pupating in similar places or near the confining walls, makes

an especially effective means for destroying these insects. Dry

; ;( ;1
* was more effective than the moist heated atmosphere, as some

.,f tic individuals would recover after being subjected to a moist heated

;inu< sphere; the heat and lack of moisture seemingly fixing the tissues

umre readily than when moisture was present.

EjJnst'ui kuehniella was readily killed by either a moist or dry

!,i 'iti cil atmosphere. The eggs and young larva* were destroyed if

ariually subjected to 45°C. to 46
Q
C. for 15 to 20 minutes. Tin 1

. ? 1 j< r stages were killed if subjected to 47.5°C. to 48°C. for a similar

jH-rind of time. In many respects it resembled l\ interpmcUiln in the

th'i t- of heat treatment. Its habits of living in the machines, eleva-

rnr-. -pouts and conveyors in the center of the mill, make the dry

iMuii'phere high temperature a very effective means for its control.

Conclusions and Practical Applications

The practical value of high temperature at 48
C
C. to 50°(\ for the

ruction of pests affecting cereal products is much lessened when

-)« heated atmosphere contains moisture in proportions greater than

IP per cent to 50 per cent. In practical work, if the moisture content

i, i the heated atmosphere remains constant, or is greatly increased as

’in' Temperature rises, an increase, proportionally, in the amount of

pi'liating surface will be necessary in order to maintain and raise the

T*-mperature to the fatal or killing point. Throughout the series of

Apt ri meats, the extreme difference in the quantity of gas required

h' at the oven during a dry heat test and to heat it during a moist

o->t was especially noticeable. The most careful estimates, based

* hr* pressure of gas and the rapidity of its flow through a known

'iiniji :cr opening, indicated that the extremely moist atmosphere
*''Tv ' inetimes require almost twice as much gas as the extremely

,jry - Me 'sphere tests. Careful measurements with adequate instru-

!!U
‘1,N ’Uty discredit these estimates in part, but that an extra amount

11 ]:i '

iijig surface is required, or that an excess of fuel is required to

moist chamber, cannot be doubted. The latent heat absorbed

u ' ;,i "izing water accounts for these results. A fairly moist atmos-

jiki'i.
; 47°^ 5o°c xVH1 prove fully as effective as the dry heater I

ntui’ ere, but is not practical for use because of the difficulty in

4 50°C. under moist conditions. The excess of radiating

J
f;i " equired to heat the buildings to the killing temperature, in-

tllv<
ne cost of the heating plant, but sometimes it may be neces-

' ar -' h leaks in the heating system . allowing water or steam to

>fa
i

: ito the rooms being heated should be repaired, especialh if
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the amount of radiating surface approaches the minimum, n ..

tests can only he taken as indicative of the general results tluu (

be obtained in practical work in mills. Definite statements 1

,

a specific laboratory test cannot be relied upon as general run!

conclusion must be reached as a whole, after allowing for

variations. The fact that a moist atmosphere at a high tempi mi
;

is Aery effective for the control of a few cereal pests, does not n^ii ;•
•

prefc*rable to dry heated air for practical use in a common-in

The excessive amount of radiating required to produce a kill::...

temperature under moist conditions makes economy of equipin. :

*

much more important factor. It also means the choosing <>!

warm day, as the time to heat up the average flour mill. Lmlo ii-
*

:

-

heating system also mean almost sure failure unless they are rxtn m-

small. Yen’ few of the species of insects treated were mure

affected by the moist heated atmosphere than by a dry one. :u.u

tliose cases where the former was effective at a lower temporal urn *;•

penetration or conductivity did not appear to be as rapid a- in •=•*>

of the latter kind. A further deterrent to the practical use <>

i

a

heated atmosphere is that the least injurious of the flour mill p«->

the only ones advantageously controlled by this treatment. H i r

weevil is an exception, as it succumbs in a moist heated atmoq>!i«-i
,

< .

3°( to T(\ lower temperature than in a dry heated atmosph- r*-.

Rice mills could readily i>e treated by the heat method am! tin-

weevil thus destroyed. In ease of reinfestation, the treat mm’ * -• -- •

be repeated and much injury prevented. The cost of treat: at

every month would not be prohibitive. If the .flour, or ( <

is so located that it is very moist during the summer, specie i :

•

sion should be made for abundant radiation so that the mil -a

readily heated to the required temperature.

Summarizing our conclusions, oven experiments demonst
'

50
D
C. to 55°C. kills all stages of cereal insect pests if they an i t a:,

subjected to this temperature for one to two hours. Fun .? -

this, in practical work, moisture conditions are extremely u

and must not be overlooked, as failure to obtain the nccessar

ature is often due to lack of sufficient radiating surface t<
i 1

!

" “

the excessive moisture conditions. Because of the more ru; : l i

';

tion obtained, the use of steam at 50 to 60 pounds pressur n:* -

results superior to those gotten with 8 pounds pressure with <
•

;t

more of radiating surface,

A steam pressure of 100 pounds can be used if the heat

is constructed of new piping. However, considering the w '

:

break in the average heating system with cast radiators.
1

•

hand pipe coils, 50 to 60 pounds is the maximum steam pi i!
' 1
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L-iiii be used.

u:;t as follows:

The temperature of steam at different pressures is

10 lbs. 115°C. mm*. i5:cr

20 12f>°C. TO ‘

i;>s°<\

30 m°c. so *

H)2°('.

40
“ U2°C. 00

•

100Y.

oO
"

55
a

147°C.

150°C.

100 17d°(\

li ]- thus seen that the ri:se in temperature from ID pounds to 55

:..i']rnl< is much greater than from 55 pounds pressure to 1011 pounds,

ini economy of heating will, therefore, he obtained by using a

— ’in* of about 50 to 00 pounds, since this will give tin* temperature

.MTvviry to kill, rendering it both unnecessary and wasteful 1o go

Furthermore, in heating work, no allowance lias hitherto been made

r tin* differences in heat conductivity of the various building mate-

hub. When we have taken all of the aforementioned points into eon-

v'Matinti. definite factors for proportional amounts of radiation will

• -fimaied for the various kinds of buildings, basing these factors on

'
1 !' 'lilts obtained in a large number of practical experiments

I i:<' records of a few sample oven tests are appended :

MOIST HEAT

lime Tcinj ftraturr

O.i iij

!Ultl 27

Itl.flll 29

10.311 31

ll.mj 34

11.30 37

12-30 4(J

Ui(J 42

1.13 43

1.30 45

1.45 4*

2.00
j

49

3.30 50

3,45 50

4,00

f

50.

!"

4s

71

70

70

lupr-r;

Boti
s

Larvae and adults.

•etles apparently dead at 43° C. Many were dead before a

ire of 45° C. was attained. Larvae removed from grains of

M>osed to the heat, were also dead at 14° to 45° C X.

Adults and larvae.

a "es died between 46° C. and 48° C.
2
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DRY HEAT

Time Temperature C. Moisture Ter Cv-i.

{*.00 27 34

10.00 36 »
HI.3U 42 26

11.(HI 42.5 25

11.1(1 43 24

11. Ill 43 5 25

1 1 .40 44 23

11.45 45

12.00 46- 23

12.15 47 24

1 2.45 48- 25

1.00 40 25

1.15 49 24

1.30 40 5 23

2.00 50.5 23

2.30 51 22

2.45
j

51.5 21

3.00 52 20

3.15 51 5 10

4.15 40.5 IS

5.00 ;
48 16

C. onjzu. Adults, booties died at 47° C. to 48° C.

S. surintwietiftis. Adults died at 48° C. to 49° C.

Mites T. (imerkanius. were killed by 47° C.

T. ornatum. Lame half grown, adults and pupae. Half grows; Li

died at 51° C. to 52° C. Pupae and adults killed '»y •»)1M

THE WESTERN CORN ROOT WORM
By George G. Ainslie, Entomological Assistant

So many of the pests of orchard and field crops in the n

wesU.liave come, by importation and diffusion, from the

south, it seems but just retribution that at the present tie

the well-established pests of com in the west, Didbrotica h

the Western corn root worm, is invading the southeast from r

headquarters in Illinois and Missouri.

Prof. F. M. Webster has followed this species from the

of his entomological work, a period of forty years, and ha

its spread from an area, at first apparently small, in the

Illinois until, at the present time, it “occurs from Nova Sc<

ward to Alabama and Mexico, westward to southern

and South Dakota and thence south to southern New

Apparently it has not yet completed its travels, for the wn

.id,-'
! *

run

h'Xio'-
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ti.< ast year, added to its previously reported limits of distribution

iu - iitliern and eastern Tennessee, northern Alabama and eastern

]v i, :ueky.

though the identity of the original food plant of this beetle is

v ? an unsolved mystery, corn now seems to be its sole dependence.

TLi~ fact in itself affords a strong hope of relief from its ravages,

t'rnii rotation, where possible, had proved almost without exception,

:i 1

1

c 1

1

pl< ito remedy. Then* yet remains, however, a problem t<> be

M'ived. Along the Cumberland and Tennessee* Rivers in Tennessee

ji'i northern Alabama and along the Arkansas, Mississippi and Ohio

llicm* as well as many of the smaller tributaries of eaeli, are large

of rich bottom land subject to an almost certain annual over-

:i'uv, This excess of water seems to have no deleterious effect whatever

"ii tin* eggs which pass the winter in the earth of the corn fields. In

'!)-• '‘use which came under the observation of the writer, a portion

the bottom land along the Duck River in middle Tennessee was

iU'br water eleven times in one winter, each time for from 2 to 12

The larvae were as numerous the following summer in this

pen ion as elsewhere.

r!u> overflow does,- however, prohibit the growing of any but

summer crops. The present southern limit of distribution of the

']"< it> is within the cotton belt and in this district cotton and corn

"M hi* alternated on such lands. Farther north, the systems of

• billing generally followed demand that corn follow corn in the bottom

Here it is that these larvae do, and will continue to do, damage

-urne crop can, occasionally at least, take the place of corn,

other method of control can be found,

lb lift* and seasonal histories of the species have been almost

yJnpi'tely worked out in Tennessee and found to be substantially

r *v >rue as farther north. There is but one annual generation, the

;
: which pass the winter in the earth. They are laid in late

‘^v
* August and September in the ground about the bases of the

n ots, especially in the small crevices among the brace roots.

;tch in late May or early June of the following year and the

most active and injurious in late June and early July. A
;‘ u: d this time will increase the resultant damage to a consider-

"rd< The beetles begin to appear in July and. in infested

to be found in countless numbers during the following two

:;

<lllT
1 ceding on the fresh corn silk and pollen. The most serious

(J^ course, is caused by the larva?, which, by feeding on and
‘‘ L

‘ f

j all roots weaken and dwarf the plant, sometimes to such an

.

r
‘ at it may be easily discerned, at others only enough to reduce

‘ '

’*5 power without deforming it. When sufficiently numerous,
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the beetles cause serious injury as well as the larvae. The com n.,;,

for the year 1910 was almost a total failure in the Duck and Trim,

River valleys in middle Tennessee. The ears developed goud

but, because the silk was eaten off by the beetles as fast as it app< ;m .

;

pollinalion and fertilization were interfered with and many colt-, l,,,;.

but a few scattered kernels or consisted mainly of a long naki-d

whieli never filled.

The structure and habits of the newly hatched larvae have if-vc

been observed. It is not known how far or fast the larva* m !*..-

stage are able to travel through the earth. We have at the l:ii«i»r; -

tory at Nashville, Tenn., several hundred eggs which we are atii-’ui-r-

ing to carry alive through the winter for the purpose of >tu<Iyi:.:

th(*se particular questions. These eggs were obtained from Uvt

kept in captivity in vials and supplied with fresh corn silk for i

The eggs are so small and laid so scattcringlv that after the fii-ld Lv

once boon plowed or disked or covered with water, to find them wn .

make the hunt for the proverbial needle in a haystack seem a bit :

child’s play.

It behooves all entomologists, especially those of the (lull n’:*.

South Atlantic states, to watch for this insect and gi\e warning
'

its approach. Otherwise it may cause widespread loss bofmv

farmer realizes the cause.

RED SPIDER CONTROL

By E. A. McGregor

The common red spider of the United States has been accepted

Tefranychus blmaculalus since Harvey distinguished it by tliat

in 1893. Professor Berlese of Italy upon a few occasions has ],!>
1

material of the bimaculatus type from this country as the l .umrw

species telarius. It is with great hesitation, however, that M '

determination should be accepted since his published figure- (!? n '

specific characters of the European species show' a very differ - at 01
11

from that exhibited by the American species.

With the exceptions of limited occurrences on fruit trees i

Colorado, and of considerable injury to hop fields in com ml ( *

fornia, no red spider complaints of a serious nature have c<
tn ' ‘

attention other than from the southeastern portion of
r

belt. It is concerning its occurrence on cotton, then, that : VH
‘H “

discussion of the pest is primarily centered.

Since the red spider is not an insect, it would be fair to
!

j
;V

advance that certain factors bearing on its control should *
1 11
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.liir, ivut from those commonly obtaining in the realm of insert pests.

Tl,j-, moreover, is found to be the case. The red spider is a gregarious.

a.in-Slving. non-hibernating, suctorial, phytophagous pest. I( differs

I!-,,,,, the typical insect pest in that it remains active 1 through the

.\Sm< r. is incapable of dispersion by flight, and in the limitation of the

individual in its feeding operations, practically, to the immediate

df its birth. The red spider, then, from the standpoint of biu-

\ t characteristics, is to he likened most, perhaps, to the homnp-

vp.»ic Hemiptera as a group and. naturally, the direct combative

‘i.i-i'iires employed against the mites are somewhat similar to (Iiom*

against such families, for example, as the Aphidid:r and ( 'inrida 1

.

Thr absence of flight in the case of the red spider is a factor working

•

: :v;itiv to the advantage of the agriculturist. It is a handicap against

rMpid dispersion which, try as it nay, can never he overcome by the

iirnijp. The means of spread are chiefly three:— first, through tlie

: litucy of accidental transportation by other creatures; second, by tbc

•rt!i;:[ locomotion of the individuals themselves; and third, by livdro-

/H-i.niuiioii.

It has long been recognized that larger insects, birds, domestic

ntiinab 'especially plow animals at the time of cultivation!, etc.,

"ivr.l occasionally to transport mites from plant to plant. This,

amvcYer. I do not consider a potent factor in the serious spread nt the

It has likewise been observed that red spiders travel from plant.

" plant along branches which arc in contact with one another. Mr.

IWd.am.in his bulletin on the subject, emphasized this method as the

"Ty ’Li nus of spread which he observed. It lias been determined in

K,,!nh Carolina, however, that mites also travel on the ground from

'talk in <talk, the average rate being about one inch per Id seconds. It

Trial' established, though, that the great bulk of continuous dis-

pi rued is effected mainly by means of travel from plant to plant across

in-' ihtcing branches.

i> cad l)een difficult until this year to explain, however, in what
'

Y;| v m inted spots of infestation came to exist in fields rather remote

,!nJli < presumed source of dispersion. Observations conducted the

|

ni - ’ ' 'on at Batesburg, S. C., by Air. McDonough and myself, have

to light a new type of dispersion which seems unique, and we
’

; !Vf j --wd it hydro-locomotion. This factor easily accounts for most
";w ' k

:

sporadic infestation. It has been known for years that heavy
1 ll-

. effective in washing off many red spiders to the ground. It

? c n for granted that these washed-off mites were thus destroyed

T 1 'mated for all time. It is known now, however, from expert-

‘ l<" the past season, that nine hours complete submergence is

" to insure the death of the red spiders by water. The appli-
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cation of the hydro-locomotion idea comes about, then, as u

Battered to the ground by a heavy downpour of rain, counties

sands of mites are carried along in the tiny streamlets which b i ru

such times between crop rows, and may even find their way him

smaller creeks. Provided, thus, that the duration of subm<

does not reach nine hours, or that the individual receives sm iy-..

buffeting on its journey, it will shortly revive upon becoming sun !:;>

,

and establish itself anew—perhaps many rods from its place of «i« i:r

liient.

The activity of the red spider during the winter constitutes ;;

horned factor, the relative economic status of w'hich is not a? •

determinable. The fact that the adult mites are not compels ;
v.

hibernate bepeaks graphically the hardiness of the species, and lAs e

out little encouragement for the decimation of the pest through y.-.

inimical agency of minimum temperatures. On the other hand.

occurrence in the winter of the mites in the active state enal>k- r:.*

planter to concentrate his combative efforts at a time when tin* !••»*

is reduced in number to a minimum. In short, this condition i a '

the red spiders in the winter period where they can be easily m

^

and combated by human agencies if so desired. It is a qui 't

whether more good or more harm comes, economically, from the ni tri-

bute of winter activity on the part of the pest.

The non-roving disposition of the red spider is another char:u-t«-y-

istie which is both to the detriment and the advantage of the T:mu-

:

depending on the viewpoint. From the fact that mite individual'

usually attain maturity on the identical leaf which harbored lin-m at

birth, and are suctorial in nature, it is obvious that spraying op'MtiOP

are complicated to the extent that the applications, to be in riivr

must be made in such a way as to come in contact w’ith every port ion

of the infested foliage. This necessarily increases the cost of --rayin-

until the outlay constitutes a considerable proportion of the duo v.

such a comparatively non-valuable crop as cotton. On V - «»Ti*r

hand, the aversion of the red spiders to moving about has a r
'
:j,

’

(1]11-

influence on dispersion and, although it tends to concentrat-

tack wdiere present, is decidedly unfavorable to the rapid diss< v !liat

j

oh

of the pest. The aggregate result of the non-roving attribute

with the absence of the powrer of flight, is that infestation n*u *

continuous over large areas, but is restricted to limited ar
" 1

\
lt "

their respective sources as centers. These infested areas «
:jr -

uratively, as countless islands in a sea of immunity. From ' '

easy to see that, to a great extent, every man’s problem b

his own. Hence, if infestation comes from a certain spot v.
11

L

'11

^
premises, proper attention to such a source will yields:'!'

- ;kUV

results in spite of the negligence of one's neighbors.
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'i -.r distribution of the red spider is very general. It lias been

j
V p, .ried from Maine to Florida, and from South Carolina to Oregon,

| i! doubtless occurs in every state of the I'nioii. What tin 1 original

i ilant of the common red spider was. seems impossible now to

it-; mine. The pest is a very omnivorous creature, having b»rn

,v,led at Batesburg from 130 hosts. It is most abundant ordinarily

•ih.ii! the English violet, sweet pea. hollyhock, morning-glory, bean,

i
i; 1 1 j i i; ; . tomato and Jerusalem-oakweed. The commonly euliival rd

J n-iCh violet seems to serve as the winter host for the vast majority

lnit'-s in urban localities. The same mite speeies has been found

species of wild violet well removed from domestic habitations.

l L> ubiquitous pokeweed serves as an early seasonal host, but is

Muivibly chiefly in the nature of a secondary host rather than that

• ! a normal winter food plant.

Tm- usual time of the first conspicuous appearance of the red spider

i'j iMiton fields is about June 30. The pest establishes itself some time

envious to this, however, and it is seldom difficult to find migrated

Jeinalrs on nascent seedlings in exposed situations. Practically all

e.vinivnces in urban localities have been intimately associated will)

•d? b ated violet plants and doubtless originated from them. On the

"•k t hand, with very few exceptions rural eases of infestation are

t rao-ablc to pokeweed stalks growing at the field borders or on the

terra res.

; ti f description of a particular rural occurrence will serve to illus-

ion- a typical case of origin from pokeweed. In this instance the

uiWatiou was seen to grow increasingly severe as one approached a

‘'n:ou point on a terrace. Converging from all directions toward

du- ' "utor, infestation clearly became heavier until an area was readied

'dii tv t he plants were denuded of foliage. Precisely in the center of

thi- :: if<a there grew a large pokeweed stalk. It was ‘‘alive with

mn<- and was lightly festooned with their webbing.

h > not yet entirely established whether or not the poke plant

fuiu

•

1

! is as a true winter host. The plant is a perennial, and the

>tah; - he to the ground in the late fall. At the base of the dead stalks

m‘

1

<e found the soft, fleshy roots which are very succulent. In

at the crown of the roots, at about the ground level, there

|

ir ''
:: ays to be found through the winter months the tender dormant

iiich give rise to the stalks of the following spring. Upon
- o\

. her 23, following several severe frosts at Batesburg; S. a few

nih{ . .. i.-r’e seen apparently feeding on these winter buds.

|

1: uth Carolina there are usually about sixteen generations of

r

;

fl

\ drs each season. In 1911 there were seventeen, in 1912 there

teen and in 1913 there were again sixteen successive broods
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of mites as nearly as could be determined. The time requi;
. i

'

the development of a generation varies with the prevailing n-:!,|

ture, etc., but ten days is the usual period necessary under L ,

:

conditions. It is true that adult females continue to dcpnd;

intermittently throughout the winter, and many of these egg>.

may hatch during the occurrence of mild periods of winter

but practically no instar development takes places after the oiid. u-

of October until the advent of vernal conditions. The extent

mortality arising from adverse winter conditions is largely conji-i

It is very probable that most individuals of the immature sin^.- -

killed during the winter, but a very high percentage of the m.r

mites doubtless survive.

before becoming established on cotton, one or more preimsii .

migrations usually occur. In the case of mites overwintering

tivated violets, they usually become so densely abundant nu 4 :.'^

host that they cause the plants to wither and die to the gnnm-i :

early May. 'This forces a migration which carries the adult hm;-

to a large variety of nearby plants—both wild and cultivated. Ti. -

secondary hosts in turn become overrun by mites and further mi-: -

tions Income necessary. It is these later movements which, a- ;; r

;

result in the discovery of cotton by the red spiders, and whim, in--'

frequently occur during the latter half of May.

The appearance of red spider work on cotton is doubtless mm;':

to most entomologists of the Eolith, as it also is to many cotton
]
d:nm >

'Hie presence of the pest on cotton is first revealed by the app' m:m

on the upper surface of the leaf of a blood-red spot. As leaves i

badly infested they redden over the entire surface, become di->’ v :

and drop. The lower leaves usually are first attacked, bul inn :

spreads upward until often only the bare stalk and one or two ; • mi-

leaves remain. Such plants almost invariably die, bul at an."

always fail to mature fruit.

It may be said that large fields are probably never eon f [
'

:

damaged by this pest, but smaller fields frequently beemw m-'w

affected. A thorough examination oi all fields within one nv..

center of Leesville, S. C., was made with a view of detent-*' ;ii -

exact status of red spider infestation at one specific localir bi

“

ninety-nine fields were examined as carefully as possible. ;

1

74 per cent of the fields were found to be infested to some deg:

occurrence was perhaps more severe and more general than

the case. Probably the most severe case in this locality (a* H’-'

of a very heavy infestation) was one which had its origin

clump of badly infested pokeweed stalks which grew at tin

barnyard. The pest spread fan-like until it reached in on- :

ltl
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, v ,iut 000 feet from the source. The final affected area. >rmi-

..Tvuiar in shape, comprised thirteen acres, and within its confine the

ifivnce was general. While such a case as this is umismil. i'<mr~

, iv ur five-acre spots with from 2fi to 100 per cent damage, arc bv-

nily to be seen.

to the control of this pest, through the operation of natural

... ^.'urics. there is considerable to be said. As was previously inti-

;i-,c . i j climatic conditions inHuence the development of the red spider

marked extent. During times of little rainfall and high tempera-

reproduction goes on by leaps and bounds: on the other hand,

M; iU . iicavy rains work havoc to the red spider population. In spile

i
i
;r fact that the mites inhabit the underside of tin* leaves, many

.iv washed off by rains and others are destroyed by the upward Imm-

i « iiix nt of sand particles which may always be seen coating the lower

after storms. In fact, it appears true that a. few heavy raiix.

. A'e-'ially if they continue for some time, reduce, for the time being at

.

>
1 . the degree of infestation to a great extent. As noted before

adiT hydro-locomotion. how( iver. we have demonstraled during the

• '! reason that, although a heavy temporary decimation ol tin* pest

- ner;tsiom*d by heavy rains, many of the waslied-off adults may be

"i !' ri* < I considerable distances in the surface water at these times only

" revive upon stranding and to establish new colonies remote from tin*

'•'ne iif their rearing. Thus rains, which for decades have been

-vied unchallenged as an unmitigated blessing to niitc-inm>ied

‘mp-. are. in the light of this recent discovery. to be held equally

*]inii'>il ile for potential powers in quite the opposite direction. 1 he

ui
i j

•-Mr effect of these opposed economic rain factors b. doubtless.

! "t greatly decreasing the percentage of infestation while at the

'
j3ii- Mme considerably extending distribution.

lie rifect of freezing weather has been previously touched upon,

bn-ii observations made during the winter, it is doubtless true that.

t the mites in the young stages are killed by the minimum
r, '’

n !" : a lures. This naturally prevents any considerable winter

. and, in addition, a very small percentage of adults may also

It must be borne in mind, however, that the red spider is

;vil ‘
: ' My adapted to withstand low temperatures. To illustrate

1
' ei it is interesting to record ail observation made at V\ ashington,

y luring the severe winter of 101 1 —101 2. Adult red spider>

‘ on a morning following a night temperature of - 13° I', were
1

*- into the indoor atmosphere whereupon the majority of them

<wived.
!l

'

''<>se of each of the seasons 1911, 1912 and 1913, during which
1,1

:

'I’ider has been under observation at Batesburg. a sudden
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decimation of a more or less complete nature has occurred wiij.

ranks of the pest. During the seasons of 1911 and 1912 tF-
: :

j*,

decimation occurred mainly in the last two weeks of August, m .

case of the past season, the decimation occurred during tb- -x-.

days of July, or nearly six weeks in advance of the ease of ’
V.,

previous years. The phenomenon, indeed, happens suddeniv.
,

the agencies which work to produce it are unquestionably <>:
-

economic importance. The ageing and toughening of the In, , , •

about this time may cause some mites to desert cotton for

plants, but the factor of real importance is the abundance of -« v, :

species of insect enemies which gain dominance at just thi- u::x

Following are the beneficial species of particular economic imp«i:
-

i;:ii-

which have been observed at Batesburg during the last three -xx'X

(.Tireful observations have convinced us that the larva of n xhx.

ltonid fly occupies first rank among the enemies of the lvd

The species—A rlhrocnodax Carolina—was very recently dcsori'uni i \

Doctor Felt from material sent to him from Batesburg. This pin!; ’
:

appears to confine its attack entirely to the eggs of the red >pi<lir. I;

usually becomes noticeable first about the middle of June and muhinx *

rapidly until toward the end of July, when the species becmni- -

superabundant that its checking effect on red spider infest ndm; >

most cons])icuous. Too much emphasis cannot be placed mi tb

economic value of this species, and to its activitiy is probably i:usa ;}

due the seasonal decimation of the red spider. It has been r< li" i"

from Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida a

Alabama and has, evidently, a wide distribution. It is

to note that this predator becomes heavily parasitized lain m n.<

season by a minute Chalcidid fly which has been identified by t mvii-ix

as A phanogmus floridarms.

The insidious bug, Triphleps uisidiosus, of the family

probably ranks second to Arthrocnodax as a predator upon t in

mite. It appears somewhat earlier in the season than the latM. hriM

seen occasionally as early as the middle of May. Both the ny 1 -pli

the adult stages prey upon the red spider, the former feeding

upon the mite eggs, while the latter attacks adults and in ,ll:,tul ' r

stages.

The small, dark Coccinellid species

—

Stethorus puncluin— '
ul

\

abundant through July, and in the case of some badly mib-

jump-vine leaves, it was responsible, almost unassisted, for ^
,

mination of the pest. This species ranks close to Triphlep •>
;i v“1"

predator,

A species of lace-winged fly, Chrysopa octdata
,
probably i

;
' 3 ‘^’

in order among the enemies of the red spider. They beconu
ntItui
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(i:-*ii-:;trily, about June 15, ami the larva art* active arming cotton mite

<
< During September a large series of Chrysopa cocoons were

i.r,-,: ;n the laboratory, and it is interesting to note that at least seven

r! of parasites occurred so plentifully tliat over 4S j>er cent of the

( ;i,p. -opids were attacked.

] taring the month of July a species of thrips was observed to be

;n*i : v» ly jiredaceous upon the red spiders. This species has been

i<i<‘[i! itinl as Scolotkrips sexmaculata by Mr. Morgan. It was excred-

[;mh abundant on infested cotton at Leesville, S. (\, on July 25, of the

Mt year, and practically controlled some belated oceurrences of

in several observed fields.

Ih addition to these five principal predators, there might be men-

i a Syrphid larva, several species of lady-beetles, and one or two

• tiier tlirips species which have been seen occasionally in or about, red

•aiili r colonies. It has not yet been determined whether there ;ire

.civ internal insect parasites of the cotton mite.

An extremely interesting association of “ cause and {‘fleet
" svms to

boe been established governing the fundamental origin of the great

:%ni;uion in degree of infestation occurring from year to year. Tin 1

‘viniiT of 1911-1912 was the severest in South Carolina for many

y»*:ir<. Hence it might be expected that the following season would be

iiiii'l one, from the standpoint of injury by the red spider, through

dw a^umed heavy mortality of the pest during the wijiter. On the

•'"nirary, as has been stated before, the 1912 occurrence was (he

v.-ver{>t on record. The only possible explanation appears to embrace

' W|
j oppositions. One is .that the adult red spider is little susceptible

1,1 extreme cold. The other is that the insect enemies of the mites

-'tccunili much more readily to minimum temperatures than do the

themselves. Both of these hypotheses are sustained by all of

ur observations. Naturally, then, a severe winter is precisely what

•''mi'
i most favor the subsequent increase of the red spider through

he obstruction of its insect enemies. Conversely, an abnormally

v inter, free from decidedly low temperatures, would furnish

oiuii nous most favorable for the survival of the repressive species.

l
': 1

infestation for the following season would be mild. T lius, if

hb m;e is 'unerring, it becomes obvious that the influence exerted

ndii
[y uipon the red spiders by pre-seasonal conditions is poten-

,lall>' -eater than that of other factors operating during the active

Remedial Measures

Prevention

v

Fr
' the abundant experience of the last three years we have been

rce - >o the conclusion that the eradication of the red spider must be
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accomplished through preventive efforts rather than repressive
:

•

is to he economically effected. In the case of certain of our

cro|) pests there exists at some stage ill their life-cycles a corulit -! :
-

lialiit. which constitutes a vulnerable jioint of attack. At such
;

of assailability the agriculturist is enabled to execute control m.- .

both with comparative ease and dispatch. In the case of u.<

spider, however, no such vulnerable stage occurs. One gem . :
.

;

rapidly follows the other with monotonous regularity and i.

geiieily. The stages are alike in structure and behavior, the i .

impervious to the action of sprays, and the feeding habits na.

identical from the time of hatching till death. The location

mites through the winter and spring, their preference for tin-

vatetl violet, and tin* pokeweed, and the manner of dispersion <;

pest, however, lead to the presentation of the following cult urn; v
pedients.

Clean culture- First among preventive measures against tin :
.

spider is doubtless that of exterminating the weeds and plant* uj.f.

hre< id the pest. Pokeweed, Jerusalem-oakweed, Jamestown u*-

wild blackberry, and all border weeds and underbrush about

should be burned or grubbed out during the winter or early 'i ; n

and should be kept down throughout the summer as far as pH-T..

This plan has been tested in several instances and has given emi.i -

immunity the following season. Too much emphasis can m ;

placed on the importance of destroying, so far as possible, all •

growth- especially the pokeweed, which should be grubbed 1*0;
.

the roots.

Control on violets .

—

As before stated, most cases of infeMn' :•

urban localities have their origin in borders of cultivated vinlei-
-

ing in nearby house yards. In several instances violets ad e

holds of ]>ast severe annual infestation have been thoroughly -

with the result that no red spiders appeared subsequently in
‘

holds. The objection to this treatment is the failure on the !*•:’ 1

the average person to persevere with the spraying until lie
'' '

have been entirely exterminated. The most satisfactory proe« .
^

sueli eases consists ih the removal and destruction of the m
violets.

] anetul immunity in cotton .

—

From several tests condu
-

different holds with numerous standard varieties of cotton, a:- T!

the information volunteered by farmers from many portions >

Carolina, data have been accumulated which clearly indie
'

!

certain varieties are susceptible to red spider infestation, wlnF

exhibit considerable immunity. Careful observations on a <

able number of varieties grown for the purpose showed the
);X,t
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Wilt Proof,’’ Toole, Peterkin. Broad well. and Cook suffer ino>i in

:.i order named) from the attack of the pest. while Hite. I { ii>t>< *1 1

.

r.merour “Half and Half.” and Cleveland showed the greate-t

of all the varieties investigated. Further investigation of

mature of the problem will doubtless throw additional light on

relative desirability of the eonunoii eotton varieties from the

;.-v\
|

to i lit of immunity.

Souring .—It has been claimed by one investigator, who held that

^tv-dick! dispersion occurred only directly from liranrh to branch,

t t wide spacing of the stalks, by preventing the interlacing of the

‘ im lies. would prevent the spread of the red spider through a held,

f At'i'Hmcnts at Batesburg have shown that the red spider commonly

vi-N between plants upon the ground. Tints, although diversion

dgi) r la* slightly impeded through the adoption of wide spacing, the

: aiiitv of this measure becomes evident in view ot the regular occur-

!-!!'v of terrestrial travel.

T'iUi- of planting.—There is yet mueli doubt a> to the relative

iv.intages of early and late planting. Kxtmnely early planting

: ii m oily permits the plants to develop a maximum growth of weed

’i l fruit by the time of serious mite* appearance. It }< noticeable that

abuts of considerable size are rarely killed by the pest, nor arc wcll-

.•I'iviunrd bolls commonly shed from infestation. < *n the other hand,

''•'o ral fields about Leesville. S. (’.. which were planted as late as .bine

ju 'inn to have largely escaped the infestation which was si general

s that locality. Late planting, however, i> almost universally ohjee-

U"iialile to the farmer, since in ordinary seasons it result in a reduction

*'• die yield.

It'itnfioH .

—

In an effort to test the rotational value oi other crop".

iniisTous field crops have been planted in or near infc>ted areas. In

-d'liiion. frequent examinations have been made oi a great mum
-ti'iFii and vegetable crops in infested localities. Besides cotton.

•v, i millers are known to occur not at all uncommonly upon tin b>l-

‘"tving field crops: Cowpcas. clover, corn. hops, and watermelon.

1 !"•> are also found frequently on the following garden crop*: I ear.

onion, tomato, lettuce, okra, turnip, mustard, squash, beet,

"vo,
: potato, and strawberry. A really acute infestation on corn

W;*' '"en at the height of the 1912 season. ( owpeas are particular I \

: ive to the pest, and sweet potatoes have been noted to he badly

d. Should an immune crop be found and employed, h (

:rt]i
• y probable that the pest would reinvndc tin* fields upon th<r

r ‘
1

to cotton culture with as great ease and quickness as it has

! tiring any previous season, providing the sources of infestation

i hand. Rotation, then, does not promise to contribute towurf

' ;f s ution of the problem.
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Effects offertilizers.—A rather elaborate series of tests with tV> /.

has been conducted in an attempt to determine whether the

applications assisted cotton to withstand the injurious effects of i;

tion. The result of these experiments have been negative aim •
- %

been impossible to deduce any definite conclusions.

Repression

Wo have just discussed cultural measures which may help to p: - .
-

infestation. We will now consider what may be done to combe
pest when it has already gained entrance to a field.

As before intimated, we believe in the efficacy of prevention iv:.. :•

than cure, in the case of the red spider. When once well establish

in a cotton field the pest is a difficult one to wipe out. Thm ;•

possible, however, to eradicate the pest from infested fields ha> i

demonstrated beyond doubt, but in many cases the task is so 1

1

li< =,-

that only the most determined farmers will undergo the effort —
sary to accomplish the extermination.

Removal of infested plants.—The experiment has been then "mb;,

tested of pulling up and destroying the first fewf plants which >h"-v

infestation. In such cases the operation must be repeated

times. Great care should be observed in locating every plant wlii- h

shows the characteristic red spots, and these must be carefully lafc*

c

from the field and burned. If infestation has not advanced far. ti:>

treatment is usually effective, and a red spider invasion often may 1

•

thus “nipped in the bud” and entirely eradicated.

Occasional observation of instances wherein infestation had abemey

stopped at a much-traveled road suggested the idea of plowing '

swath just outside the boundary of infestation. This was ato 1
:

in one case where the infestation had covered about two acre>. A A 1 -

foot ring was plowed around the spot, and all stalks, both in th ' ’ ,;;

and in the inclosed area, were immediately burned. Unfon <!!:••

the fanner did not make sure that he was beyond the outerim '

of infestation, and. consequently, a sufficient number of affect t
«

remained outside the pulverized barrier to continue, somew:..
' r;r

dispersion of the pest. This idea should be given further to' •»*

seems there should be great efficacy in the operation, prove >
1

swath is kept stirred frequently.

Insecticide*.—In the course of the investigations on the cot
* :i i

'

almost two score of spray combinations have been thorough

under conditions entirely natural. Since no substance was di-
' ; ‘

which could be safely used to destroy all eggs in one apple !! •

has been found necessary to spray twice, with an interval
' A

1

seven days, so as to destroy the hatching larvae. The killh 1 : ii *
'

of all these sprays was computed, and the percentages raim
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to (I, The large majority of the compositions proved to hr m-

ineffective against the red spider. A few proved to lie deadly

To -

j

lt * mites hut were eliminated owing to the fart that the\ were

;

-

n : nous to the foliage. About eight sprays in all liave weathered

• i, :

.

process of elimination and can be recommended with confidem-c

...
s :iicient aearicides. These effective sprays are: « I > Potassium >ul-

lbs. to 100 gals.), (2) home-made lime-sulphur solution, ub

;

s( .v-rne emulsion, (4) resin-wash, (d and d'l miscible oil uneoinbined

;

combined with ‘‘Black Leaf" tobacco extract;. ;7> ••Sulfoeide.

”

,j, r i .y Hour-paste solution (diluted 1 to.S). i*rom a rather extended

of these compositions it seems established that ii mie ut thc.-e were

( i j,r used in preference to all others, it would probably be potassium

-iipiiid. This insecticide commends itself from (‘very standpoint

•Leapncss, simplicity of preparation, ability to kill quickly. and safety

,,f foliage. Altogether it seems to be an ideal red-spider >pra\. It

found that 100 gallons, when applied a> a misty spray, about

^itlirrd to treat, an acre of average-sized cotton at a cost oi about <•>

..•m- for the material.

Sni’nijing outfits .—The sort of outfit to l)(; used for red-spider spray-

' lig depends mainly upon the extent of the occurrence*. Some have

1 their score or so of affected plants with a To-cent tin atomi/ei.

\\ j i i !

i

* this instrument is very economical o) liquid and throw?* a mbl\

u*ray which penetrates and blows to all parts, it is not economical ot

dihr. The bucket pump and knapsack jmmp come into iim- in rases

*: ' ojibderablc scattered infestation or for the treatment of a few high

The most economic outfit for a severe 1 case involving several

O ' -•..insists of a barrel pump carried through the field on a wagon,

"in- man drives, one pumps, and one handles each sprayer '<>i which

pM* rahly there should be two). Thorough treatment of three nr

’ a ’

1
• res per day is readily obtainable with this device. 1 oi s,ii<

v,, !j imwever, this outfit should be used only on cotton of nxeiage oi

as the passing wagon will injure large plants.

•
v

- Wty for thorough spraying.—Some dissatisfaction has been

•Ape;.. -need among certain of those who have undertaken to check tie*

!:iV;i --' ' of the red spider by spraying. This can be understood on

of the extreme care which must be exercised in ordei to M ‘
( 111

1

- fr "e results. In the case of insects which devour the plant ti>-u<

,

^v, Si ,e careless application of Paris green or lead arsenate to the to))

i>: T; foliage is often effective. This is explained by the tact t mL

'’Kh *ts are constantly moving from leaf to leaf and will evmtua >

‘
r;,T ' ic of the poisoned tissue. Moreover, these insects o ten (at

!eTJ: ' through the leaf, and hence it matters little whether the poi on

on one side or the other. With the red spidei, uowcw cr, it i.
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altogether different. A contact insecticide is absolutely necessarv i;

from the fact that the mite as a rule passes its eat in* existence
,

tin* nailer side of a single leaf, it becomes plainly necessary in sju .

to hit th< ‘ entire underside of every leaf of an infested plant. It is nh\

therefore, that indifferent -praying is certain to yield unsati'i - •,
:

results. Furthermore, the absolute necessity for a second spr-vA:

to kill the hatched eggs adds to the difficulty. It is hoped that

discussion may clearly convey the economy of prevention of in ft .

1

i.

In conclusion we will refrain, in this brief consideration, frum
:

orderly summary or reiteration of the salient points herein ronta::.-.

It should be emphasized once more.- however, that the red >| iii i- ?

a pest, presents phenomena of a biologic and economic nature u!.A.

arc rather unique. The winter activity of the pest, the rapid -u-

sion of many overlapping broods, the lack of flight, the extreme ntuu:

orous and ubiquitous character, tin* limitation of dispersion c|ii<i:\

to travel afoot and by water, the almost impervious protective wi.

the spray-proof character of the eggs, the restriction of infoMuiii'ii

tli<
1 bottom of the leaves, the non-wandering nature of the im!ivid : ;::>

ot the colonies, and, finally, the microscopic size of the creature-

are characteristics which individually and collectively eomplirut<

problem of control. A serious consideration of these factors e.-iiui"'

but impress one with the intricacy of the red spider's status within i*-

environment.

THE GREEN SOLDIER BUG (NEZARA HILARIS

By K. I). M uiTMARsH, Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station

OciTRREXCE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE. During 1911, peach L
1

!
1 " 1

'

'

along the Marblehead peninsula region of Lake Erie sustain- 1

;

severe loss as the result of injuries caused by this insect. Alt

b

(

j

-

*'

has been commonly found in Ohio for many years, it had nev» !i

reported in any such abnormal numbers before, and so far a- 1 Il: -

alilc to find out was never reported as a special enemy of tin 11 ;

m this state. I understand Xezara hilaris, or more probably a

related species, Xezara nridula , has at times done considerable <; • ; -

to peaches in Georgia and oranges in Florida.

But little was accomplished during 1911 in determining

history of this insect, as we were not informed of the severity
'

attack until the first of September. On visiting the infested
1

the conditions were found to be fully as bad as one of the go- r
' 1

peaches in that region had proclaimed them to be. He estim

loss at fully $500 and others professed similar losses. No on ! 1 1;"
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(u- iiKiiititics of worthless, gnarled fruit lying mi the ground mold
their statements in the le:t-t. Many of the Klhrrta trees

a loss of two, three, or more bushels per tree.

( n.\ KACTER OP INJURY. These hugs commence feeding mi the >mall

:
r i; i; during the last part of June and in early July, and eontimie wtirk-

upon the fruit* until late fall. They feed by puncturing the skin

Mm the beak, and by sucking the juice from the flesh of the fruit.

Ui :: -holt time, a small droplet of gum appears at the injured point.

•a !;
v)i in. time becomes irregular in outline, owing to the fart that (he

, ib about the puncture are killed, thus making them incapable nf

: urdicr growth. The degree of irregularity, of course, depend- upon

*:r number of punctures. Where the fruit is badly punctured, it he-

.= !!< - entirely unsalable 1

, while extra fine fruit showing but one or two

a l lures has to be graded lower, thus decreasing its value.

I wirin' of 1912, and note on uiK HisTokY. Practically nodamagi*

i " ({ore during the year, and so far as I was able to find out from the

^rowers anil by making a visit to the previously infested district, hardly

hug was seen. One egg-mass, however, was found of ilii- -peril-,

collecting at Wooster, on. a leal of I thunmtn in a mininun black-

:.:e.v- the last week in June, which hatched on July 1. I'mm thi- egg-

'MMer I was enabled to carry two specimens, a male and female,

rough five instars to the adult stage. which was reached on September

NoJKS FOR 1913, AND A FURTHER ACCOUNT OK THE LIFE Hl.-l'nin.

h i pa>t season, these bugs were reported ;i> oeeurring in .-mail nutn-

'•r- op peaches in the previously infested district along Lake brim

r die damage done was but slight compared to that nl J9I I, \\ Idle

'‘• dug in and about "Wooster. I found them particularly aiumdan!

tviid elierry in the latter part of June, and afterward- on elderhern .

•' ''A-iniw and dogwood (Cornu* <dte?nifob‘n thereby enabling me

•v,,: 'k out the life history in detail, both in the field and labomiory.

: v-t appearance of the adult form, alter hibernating through da*

-a- ;u. protected places under leaves and loose earih. was about die

i !l '- of June. The time of appearance is undoubtedly controlled

o‘ -mason, probably occurring a little later than usual the pn-i

‘

it was comparatively backward. I found five adult- on June

‘ wild cherry, and after that date found them in abundance up

letter part of June, when the number of adults seemed to

' ”‘ h; r until one could hardly find a specimen after the middle of

b- 1 be decrease in adults was marked by a corresponding increri-e

: r
|" amber of immature bugs.
^

‘ ggs laid by different females sometimes vary in color: com-

-tie desposits light, yellow-colored eggs, but occasionally will
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deposit light-green eggs. This is an individual characterise
.

t

cause of which is unknown. The color of the eggs remains mi -

ill each successive laying by the same female. From two to T»>-

days before hatching, both the yellow and green-colored eggs

a pinkish shade which increases in depth until the cap-end U.. li-

nearly red. just before hatching. The number of eggs laid by diiMvj,*

individuals varies; one insect may deposit three clusters of egg*. n

,

first hiving is always the largest, usually consisting of between In u,.;

50 eggs, although some individuals do not deposit nearly so

The second laying of eggs contains commonly about half the iujih.:

in the first, although this sometimes varies. The third cluster, w !.. :
;

there is one. commonly contains from two to six eggs. They mi] • •

to each other by a cement -like secretion deposited by the parent in-

ure attached to the leaf by a similar substance. They are oval-dmi

and are large *t at the top, or cap-end. They measure about ni..-

sixteenth of an inch high, by one thirty-second of an inch am «

On looking closely, one will see a small circular cap, around wliFii i*

:

single row of rather stubby, clubshaped, spine-like processes !!-

eggs hatch in from seven to nine days. The period from the »<.

the adult varies. The shortest period from the time of hatchim:

the egg to the adult stage, recorded during this season’s experi'u n''.

was from July 23 to September 10, or a total of forty-nine day*, 'i
-

cluster of eggs having been laid on July 14. The longest period, whir 1

.,

by the way, was from this same egg cluster, was from July 23 to < !i !ii -

ber (», or a total of seventy-five days. The following is a m
the life history of the young bugs hatched from the above egi-nm"

Eggs hatched July 23 during the forenoon, and the young nynii-:.*

remained in a mass beside the egg shells from which they hatchet. wsi:

out feeding, until 4.15 p. m., July 28, when they commenced n im -

Alter having molted, they separated and started feeding on tie • n 1
'

continuing to feed and resting at intervals until some time i
!

4.30 p. m., August 6, and 7.30 a. m., August 7, when most < h * :

molted. The final specimen did not, however, molt the sec«'= : 11

until August 8. August 13 two specimens molted the the tin-

carrying them into the fourth instar. They continued in* !1 - ;;

intervals until sometime between 4.30 p. m., August 17, and 7.< ;* ::

August 18, when the last two molted the fourth time and t
! r '

time on specimens molted at intervals until they had all m< '

.

fourth time on September 2. On September 10, two specimen
* 11

the fifth time, becoming adults, and the molting continued - ;

last specimen transformed some time between 4.36 p. m.. 1
' r

and 7.30 a. in., October 6. This was, by the way, the lab
4

which I have for the maturing of this species in captivity.
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v'tor becoming adults, they enntinue to lVed until eohl weather,

wl. ti they conceal themselves in some protected plan 1

, cue jug up

,,u warm days, but returning to their hibernating quarters with each

>pnll, arid after real winter weather sets in, do not appear again

; 1

1

* y noticeable numbers until the warm weather of the following

v,.;,!-. The 1 1 tli of June was the first day of the past season on whieh

| inmul any specimens. The scarcity of bugs up to this true, as

I have previously mentioned, was undoubtedly due to the back ward

-mug. as we did not have any real warm weather until the fiM of June.

\ this I had no trouble in finding the bugs. The latest date re-

tarded for taking the adults, while collecting, is November (i; however.

1 did find one specimen resting on the wood-work in
t
a breeding cage

nut of doors December 4; but I believe that most of tin* hugs >eek

dickered places soon after the middle of October, as it is very hard to

find any after that time.

Conical Grape Gall {Cecvlomijia n'(in>I>t (I. S.’s. The cliaraetm-lii' ya li pro-

ii'ir-d |jy this species is reddish or reddish green, oni'-quarter to ;i third ui ;m inch

jn'ii; :i!h| occurs on the upper surface, sometimes in numhers. of the Jra\v> nf various

yir'j. > nf grape, it is not common though occasionally lor.dlv nhiirid.int. Tic
‘

irv though minute and diflicult to discover in the gall, is mi ( vreedingly inn rc-tmu

i'll
1

! 'ince the appendages at the posterior extremity arc evidently used ,i> prelx'ieili 1

fu.-i as was demonstrated b\' observation upon living specimens )a>t .*unmier.

li: interior of the gall is so smooth that there would seem to he little nr j (o opjinr-

tiii-y for the larva to use this grasping power while in the deformity it produces.

uidt it is possible that its ability in this direction may lx* extremely NTviecahk*

a*. ; da 1 maggot enters the soil, which latter is presumably tin* ease,

I -vi. Length 1 mm., moderately stout, pale yellowish green. Head head,

b'"'i iiy rounded anteriorly, almost subgloho.se. Antennae moderately long, stnut,

'i'-ulate, the basal segment disk-like, the apieal one with a length over twice

v
!.':] ue ter. Conspicuous brownish, presumably ocular spots may be oh.' -m d near

-ro-poslerior angles of the head. Skin smooth, s gmentai ion distinct : hrea>t-

;ikly chilinizod, minute, reniform, the anterior margin with two small >uhiin-

'tli and more laterally a pair of smaller teeth; •unall scattering setae oceur mi
’

u" ] -iv; posterior extremity bilobed, the ventral portion bearing stout, nibim-dinm

'b* : is. upeurved processes, each with an indistinct basal tooth anteriorly: the

'be broad, obliquely truncate as seen from the side and the fan* armed with

: :i ' -ular scries of moderately large, conical, chitinous t(
ieth.

b the hooks and thLs dorsal process arc frequently apposed and evident Iv lot m
l! • 1 nt grasping organ. The description was drafted from larva; taken from the

“ c tips of which were turning brown, collected at Highland, X. ^ . Jul>

b ( !"
j here were about seventy-five galls on one leaf.

K. P. YKLT.
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A DESTRUCTIVE PINE-MOTH INTRODUCED FROM EUROPE
( ICvi'tria buoliana Schiffermiller)

Ey Aroisf Ui'-TU. nj Hnutcfi of Fot't *t ln-scl'l^
t
Honan of f‘j(ifonioh;/y, {'nil*

Ih-fHiftmcnf of Agriculture

In May, this year, a correspondent from Long Island reported

the Division of Forest Insects of the United States Bureau of Eun.-

inology, that a Eepidopterous insect was seriously injuring

young Scotch pines (Pinna xiflvextria), under his surveillance at t

Neck. Specimens of the larva' and the injury were referred in ij
:

,

writer for identification.

The severity of the injury was at onee realized, but the larva miiia

not In* identified. In order to ascertain the extent of the injury an 1

;

to obtain sufficient live material for study and roaring, the writer w-.*

authorized to visit the locality and this was done on June 1. Ii w:-

found that the trees had been planted on both sides of nvenu«*>. in

a large, newly developed suburban tract, and that all of these ip"'

were heavily infested by a Lcpidopterous larva, which tuimellni ii.>

tips of the leading branches and thereby severely checked the grmvii

and injuiedthe appearance of the trees. On some of the young iiv.

eight to ten feet high, as many as fifty terminal shoots had !<•:

destroyed and their usefulness as ornamental trees was much impm
At this time many of the larva* had pupated and from the inai

secured a large number of the mollis issued during the Iasi h. d:

.lime at the field station for forest insects. East Falls Chuivi: \

It proved to be the well-known European Evctria buoliana SrU

miller, which has hitherto not been reported from this country.

This species, which also occurs in Siberia, does considerable da:.

to the pines of Europe, and it lias been the object of much wy

and an extensive literature. It is generally recognized by 1*

foresters in Europe as one of the most or even the one most iny;

insect to Pinna xitltrMri* and other pines. A characteristic
*

:

’

of the injury of this insect is a peculiar curved growth, the so-

‘‘Poslhbrner,”
ik

Naionnette,” which is a familiar sight in Ku: , ;

'

pine forests, and which seriously depreciates the value of the r *

The occurrence of this insect on Long Island is, therefore. *

importance: our several indigenous Evetria species already con ;

a serious problem, especially in the culture of young pine t if

this European importation may well outrank our native $p<
' •

destructiveness. However, it is futile to speculate about the s

spread of the species to our native pines and the resulting

but it is. at least, a just cause for apprehension and it should '

’



s
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j'u.iv watch re! in view of the experience with oilier I'nnM /.,

iie induced accidentally from Europe.

How long the species has existed in this country and how extensive

h its present range must be determined by investigation. I( uas
uh-i-rved on the pines at Groat Xerk last season also. PUT and Dr.

H'-pkins was informed about it, hut too late to seeure maierial.

However, it seems probable that it is a remit introduction. consid-

riug that the species has not heen noticed hefore. alt hough special

u-i'i-k on this group of pine insects has turn done by Packard. Itilev.

IVin.dd and later workers, and extensive and careful collecting has

i«-en done in recent years on Long Island hy the several active rntn-

iMologists of the vicinity, ami the more so. as it is a sp'ikinglv colored,

<
i Hinge-red insect, three fourths of an inch or more in alar expanse,

.'arger and quite different from the other species of the genu-. The
work also is easily noticeable and presumably would have been nh-

oTved before, if tho species had been present.

Tlit‘ eggs are laid on the buds of pirn* in the late summer: the young

larva eats out one bud during the fall and overwinter within: in the

'pt’iiig it leaves this bud and attacks the young growing buds, exca-

vating and successfully killing a number of these; n> the twigs grow,

die larva often eats only one side of them, thereby causing ihc above-

mentioned curved growth, which results in the characteristic “Post-

pone The larva is dark brown with black head and thoracic shield.

i: I -mimes mature early in June and imputes within ihc last silk-lined

put row: the moth is 17 22 mm. in alar expanse; the forewings are

’'rniginous orange, suffused with dark red, especially toward apex,

- 1 'i with several irregular, anastomosing, silvery cross-line- and co-tal

'•riiiuhe.

ihc species has only one generation in Europe, overwintering

;i<
i ndt-grown larva? and issuing as moths in July. Imi allied species

!|
i me genus in this country have two generations annually, and il

iN nm. impossible that Evetria buoliana may also develop two broods

i!l climate and thus greatly increase the potentiality for injury.

1 oimologists and others interested are asked to be on the lookout

; " r i; i>' destructive insect and to please report eventual outbreaks

" ! A. D. Hopkins, in charge of Forest Insect Investigations.

^' I! u of Entomology, United States Department of Agriculture.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE

“Posthorn” growth caused by Erf-trio buofrann.

- kvetrin buoliana 2 k times enlarged.

kvdrin buoliana young larva in pine buds.

'her G. Severin: ''Le genre Retinin."

ad 3, after J. E. V. Boas: “Dawk ForsUoologi .

”
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Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Meeting of the

American Association of Horticultural

Inspectors

(Continued)

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OX STANDARDIZATION OF PHjRAHKoi.i n..\

AND VALUE OF INSPECTION CERTIFICATES

The undersigned committee begs to submit the following report

:

It lias lung been, recognized among state inspection officials that there is ;i ; :

sity of wording, meaning and value of inspection certificates which is urn

confusing and misleading but which conflicts with the general purposes

inspector's work. In dealing with the subject assigned to this committee w must

first of all clearly recognize the objects in view in state nursery inspection". 1

1 •

wo believe is, beyond dispute, the restriction of the spread, the prevent im;

unnecessary dissemination, and the extermination*whenever practicable ut

posts and plant diseases within the state maintaining the inspection servi.v. !

the prevention of unnecessary dissemination three lilies for the aecompli'ini:.-

•

of good results are open. First, the management of local problems which ;i \
*

of direct concern to other states: second, the prevention of nursery stock g)<u,

the state being transported in interstate commerce in an infected or infest :

difion; third, the inspection of every living tree or plant imported into tl:*-
v
-t.

,

i

from another state. The last line of activity is not available to all state

tion officials at present. The second line is of immense importance to all -i.'jt*-

even those fortunate enough to have provisions for the inspection of all i;- p ;

trees and plants at destination. In order to receive the full benefits of c:Y v r "

prevent diseased and insect infested nursery stock being transported i 1 t

each inspection official must recognize this object as a purpose, in part, of

inspection work in his own state. The issuance of general nursery cert id •i
T

’ >

licenses with the knowledge that they will be or may be used as a requin

paniment of interstate shipments of nursery stock, is in itself a virtual iv<- - ir:

of this principle. A clear understanding by all concerned, of the phrase ;«'• •

of the value of inspection certificates, will, we believe, lead indirect; > ;t:

improvement to a considerable extent in the condition of interstate shit ;

nursery stock.

In acquiring information for the preparation of this report, a circuit :

'

tions was sent out to the head inspection official in each state and forty v

were received. The thanks of the committee are due these men for the '
:

'

mat ion aud for many valuable suggestions which they have submitted.

Thirty-four state inspection officials report that they cither have ful
!

to change the present wording of their state certificates or that it c:i

without amendment of the existing law. Six only report legal limits t:

consequence.

Eighteen are in favor of retaining their present form of certificate-

something better can be decided upon; sixteen are unqualifiedly in favu:

ing the present wording; five are unqualifiedly opposed to retaining
’

wording of their state certificates; three favor their present form w:
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_ ,r changes; one would “compromise tin* sake nt* uniformiiv" although

Sl r with his state certificate as at present usd. Of tin- forty tin..- :nn\n-r-

Twenty-four may be considered to have indicated a willingness to .-hang.- tin-

w,,: bug of their certificates to conform to any improvement which mav be decide-l

by this association, while nineteen may be considered not to haw indicated

;t willingness.

T.vciity-five, or nearly tit) per cent of those answering the i|ueMi.m, consider that

the :
respective state certificates are literally area rate, twelve, or nearly :;n per

•, consider that their state certificates have a literal meaning but with miscel

la re. 'i is mental reservations and qualifications, six do not consider iln-ir cerl iti< ales

accurately worded.

Thirty six believe it practicable to secure uniformity to a reasonable degree at

;,a-T : of the wording of certificates, three regard The accomplishment of tins as

...ibtful, two regard it as impracticable and one expresses the conviction that

.

* i i f <
-

1

3 1 1 i ty of wording is unnecessary, that uniformity of t/oo-rbot is all that should

• -sired. Of the thirty-six who replied in the aflinnat ive. six expressed the

i'..!!<iuing qualifications: (1) “If insects or diseases found were named in the

.ritilicafe;
’

’ (2) “Jf every tree is inspoeted root am! branch at the nursery:"'

. :: JJy fumigating all stock not absolutely clean: " t 1 1 “In simplified form:
”

• ’’Very liberal in form not too explicit; "
< s “One for the North ami one

be the youth. ’ ?

As far as can be determined, the inspection certificates of all states enter both

m.-vf pests and plant diseases except that in three eases “fungus" diseases only

:ev specified ill the certificates, omitting from consideration bacterial diseases,

‘"'»t knot and plant diseases due to unknown causes.

Thirty-five species of insect pests and twelve plant diseases necessitated tie-

r-'uporary withholding of inspection certificates in various states during the pa-t

v >:e, (jf these pests anil diseases the San Jose scale is reported as the cause of

? i.'* action named in 27 states, crown gall in Jo states, the oyster shell scale in In,

i\'-'(!ly apple aphis in 9, pear blight in 7 states, tin* snfH'y scale in •> states, the

I't-Jl' ij borer in o states, and all of the other pests and diseases in less tleiu o slates

h. In the foregoing enumeration several states have been included more than

1 ,! H states answering the question concerning the matter, .'ll, or nearly j
»•-(

,!| t- aave only one form of certificate which is used on stock which is grown in

t es- ns where no pests whatever are found and also in nurseries wJmr*

''ic >und, blit subsequently apparently exterminated. Of these ill, six proviiic

" r 1 inspection of the stock at the nursery at the time it is dug and under sm-h

*
l

!i i'ion the certificate has an entirely different meaning and value. One

>!iti ports one form of certificate with a few special exceptions, and six report

' t kinds of certificates adapted to the circumstances. .Florida lias five types

' m ates. In addition to the ordinary blanket certificate and special package
‘ rn ’ tea, a local sales certificate is used. This is issued to nurseries having

k -eased or infested by pests in any degree and located in sections where f h<»>e

,r diseases or pests are prevalent. They are plainly indicate- 1 ns vrml fur

' Jli ™ter shipments. Kansas and Xew Hampshire issue two kinds of certifi-

H < v ne the ordinary blanket form and one a certificate of fumigation. Ohm
S ° r

' these two forms but, in addition, has strict requirements concerning the

! *u of the stock fumigated for the San Jose scale, not permitting it to be

he state except in infested sections ami with the knowledge of the pur

In Louisiana certificates are issued which are limited to u-e foi nitum
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plants niily. In West Virginia two forms of certificates are issued cowi.

classes of nurseries, one where no “dangerously Injurious inserts or pi;,

cast's” are found, ami one where such have been found and subsequent^

minuted.

Of states furnishing the information 20 have no established list uf ;;

pests to which their certificates have special application. Seventeen star -
.

u regular list. The inclusion in the state law of such phrases as “San ,ln«,

a nd nther injurious insert pests or plant diseases’’ is not here regarded

estahlished list. Of the established lists the most comprehensive is that m <

necticut which includes 2U insect pests and 10 plant diseases, closely fo[|.

I 'tali with 17 insect pests and 11 plant diseases. In many cases the li>t >

nr less elastic, hut in several states, even with comparatively limited list>.

pests and plant diseases not otliciallv designated as “dangerous” are diMv^e.v

In the case of two adjoining states having practically identical insect pi-;

]ilaut disease problems, one disregards all except 11 insects and 7 plant .n." n -

total 1\ while the other practically disregards all except six insects and tin ci* :

diseases, total ff. In another instance all except Hi insect pests and p la ill ji-r;;-

are disregarded while in an adjoining state all except. 10 are disregarded.

W ith reference to the insects which are regarded as “dangerous”
|

t e-

leports from several states inform us that certain economic insects, such :i-

oyster shell and scurfy scales are regarded as coming within the mean;'::

the state law or certificate only when they are doing actual damage to tin*

trees win re found. This practice may be objected to on the ground that a i ;

infested tree is more likely to he noticed by the average purchaser or even

out by the nurseryman himself, whereas the slight infestations are nu re apt 1

overlooked and are therefore more likely to be the cause of transferring it:-

pests to previously uninfosted orchards or localities.

Reporting on crown gall, which disease was taken as an example to • b-r*

the difference in values and meanings of certificates, 27 inspection official* si -

tin' destruction of infected stock or at least do not permit its sale. Uf t!"-

six provide inspectors to examine the stock when dug and to see that the t

inont is met, three require a written pledge from the nurseryman that m ! <- ’

stock will be separated out and destroyed and 2S apparently have in- -

arrangements concerning the matter. Aside from the 37 who report oqm • -

two report that the nurserymen are “requested” to separate out and t <

>

the infected stock, two report no requirements and two are fortunate in n* •-

met with the disease in their respective states.

Answering a question as to whether it would be practicable to file annim:

every other state inspection official, a list of nurseries to which certifim
1

been issued, thirty-seven states report in the affirmative, one can funds;

bonded and licensed nurserymen, two report lack of provisions for the ex’ -

work and for postage and two report that no general certificates are issue

two could no doubt furnish lists of bonded or licensed nurserymen.
One question related to the practicability of each state inspection 11 •

charge furnishing each other chief state official with a detailed report of
' ‘ V:

findings of the inspectors in each nursery. Thirty-three, or more than
7'

gave not unfavorable replies, indudiug 31 affirmative replies without qua;

Two considered the matter doubtful. Six, including one on account m *

funds, reported unfavorably, while two could not cooperate since no genet

cates were issued.

The examination of the general inspection certificates of 30 states
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able variation in t he phraseology ciuircrning the pr-t- and .1 . Mu,,
ifi.-ally mention tin* iSau Jose stale. Tin* general Term* u-cd an> a-. hti|.a\s:

“dangerously injurious insert posts an>l plant di*ea-.« *. “ ]1 stale* ;

’its inserts ami plant diseases," I states; “insert* : ,n,[ di*ea*c* uf ;i M .

r: , lllv | v

dangerous nature." - states; “any rmilaginus m- intrrtim)* , livens,- ,, r t |.,.

San Jose scale or other dangerously injurious in*nt.“ state-; ‘
*

i;i n

inserts oi^ ]*Iii lit diseases." 1 state; “insert pe*t- and fungus di-en*e-. " !

-Tate; ‘‘'lestructsvely injurious insert and fungus eueniir*.
'

' i -rale; “desiMi,

lively injurious pests," ] state; “dangerous insrris and dangor.nMv . unta

^inns tree and plant diseases," 1 state; “ <luiigernu*lv injmi.iMs j MMV i* and
.mitugious plant diseases, " 1 state; “disease, scale ,,r i.ih, i duugeruu.slv

uijuiious inserts," .1 stale: “dangerously injurious p,-*t* .u- fungus disease-,

"

i state; “ dangerously injurious insert pests or dangerously dcsirm-t i\ e plant

disease's, 1 state; “dangerous insi*ct pests ji u < I dangerously contagion- tin*

nr plant diseases." ] state and finally “noxious or injurioifs disea

he transmitted on nursery stork," .1 stat<‘,

aji| ears evident that these variously phrased rrrtili. ut<-> are all

about the same meaning and that they do in hurt lia\r identical

jrneral public. The advert isiug values to the nurseryman are tin

gli a. scientific man may recognize the tad tliat “ennvtj gall" an.

uot included as “fungus" diseases and that a ccrlilimte regmdii

•
i without an examination nf the roots is valueless. It Ini' hern

e- which have been classified in this report that tin* general desigi

n-lv injurious insect pests and plant diseases" or the ecjuiv

'
i "iijy by one who knows which, if any. pests arc listed ;n

h" states maintaining an established list, and in the nth- 1

per-onallv regarded its dangerously destructive by the nfii

from many it’ not most states, plainly indicate that the inieipr

:v<*n to the certificate phraseology applies strictly within the limit- m

i lltelide.

Iheailill

{drill

whirl

ill

i pear blight

g crown gull

dioVMl bv the

lit 1 ion
•

' da u

rail be inter

l . | i.'l'ega I ' led

Which pi-l-

•Diiin variations from the ordinary systems of i t i«nt Iiiiw hern inen-

i. Other noteworthy variations are the systems in Arkansas. lllinn:.* mid \\ i*-

. The first two states issue certificates which sire given mniv limn ordinary

hy a system of signed agreements relating to tin* treatment <»r tin* eliminai i*m

"'k infested or infected with woolly apple aphis, crown gall, peach born- and

common pests found in the nursery in nearly all section* of tic- country,

'"'mg a report, on the condition of the nursery ami *pe«-ilieatiini< a- i<< re

treatments, the Illinois system requires the nurseryman to sign tlm following

•‘tit as a condition of the issuance of tlm certificates.

— — herebv promise ami agree that tin* above mentioned con-

- *hall be observed as affecting any and all nursery stork grown or growing

premises; ami I also agree that I will not use, or permit to In* !;><-. I. any

certificate of nursery inspection issued to me by the Illinois State hni>*-

on any of the stock to which the above prescriptions and mpiiicments

L Dtil said prescriptions and requirements have been fully complied with.

Wisconsin system is one of jiermits rather than of ordinary in-pe<-tom

;it h»n. Xo declaration is made as to the apparent freedom of the 'to'k

""ts. but we believe no one ran question tliat such permits mean lolly as
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much as those which are specific ami comprehensive in their declarator

furthermore, are above criticism on the charge of misrepresentation in any :

The following noteworthy suggestions have been received by the eomtiP

connection with the question sheets sent out for information:

Mr. II. M. Williamson, secretary of the State Board of Horticulture of n

recommends as a solution of the problems concerning interstate shipm.

plants, that all such shipments should be inspected by agents of the j'

Government. J)r. E. W. Berger of Florida suggests that the Federal Hortic:

Board be given power to regulate interstate shipments of plants, especin li-

the view to jiroviding for complete information concerning the pests found 1

nursery making interstate shipments, such information to be placed in tin

of the inspection official in charge in each state. Professor Summers >>

and Professor O’Kane of Mew Hampshire express the sentiment that the

of uniformity of wording is of comparative little importance, that it is tin

ardization of moaliing and of value which is needed. Professor Sanders .

cousin recommends the license system used iu his state as of value inch:*

iu eliminating dishonest dealers and he recommends the plan of indudii

acreage in each case as a part of the license, stating that this prevent*

misrepresentation. The inspection officials of Montana, Idaho, Marylun

Arizona endorse the plan of inspecting everything at the time the stock is

packed for shipment. Professor Symons of Maryland calls attention to ih

that San Jose scale is not nearly as bad a pest from the average cuum

orchard ist V. standpoint as is crown gall, yet the former is much more nc- :

guarded against by our state inspection work. Professor Haseman of .M

suggests that each state inspector draw up a list of insects “which lie cm:

of sufficient importance iu his particular state to justify the quarauthr

nursery stock infested with them,” such lists to be published, or exchange,

other state inspectors.

The following states inspect incoming shipments of nursery stock after

arrival in the state:—Arizona, California, Colorado, Massachusetts. M"
Idaho, Aow York, Oregon, Washington, Utah and Texas. In this conned;'

following comments by Mr. T. O. Morrison, deputy commissioner of Hm i:

in Oregon are of interest: “I would like to see a uniform method or s\v

inspecting nursery trees throughout the United States. Many of the sh.;

that come to our state bearing a printed certificate of inspection from

entomologist iu the Middle West or East show that the stock of a liur*

sisting of several hundreds of acres was inspected on a certain day in .

etc. Such a certificate is absolutely worthless and moreover is mislea li’ -

accept such a certificate as meaning that the inspector casually walked

such and sm li a nursery on a summer day. I say this because we find any

ot infection under such a certificate. A uniform system of inspection

would make the inspection certificate of more dependable value.
J J

After careful consideration of the large amount of information and su.

furnished by the state inspection officials and of the available inform;;

data in published reports concerning the inspection of nursery stock ship

destination, all bearing upon the actual value of inspection certificates. "

offer the following recommendations:

1. We recommend that the section of Horticultural Inspectors official!.'

the system of each state providing for the inspection of all nursery stock -

from the states after its arrival within the state to which it is consignee

2. Since it will undoubtedly be many years before such a system will D
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-

it .n a majority of the states, notwithstanding its dc-iraliilify, u

tuiu-ii needed reform of nursery inspection practice-!. r

I

j-- akindi'i

.i-sihle, of those features of nursery ecrtili.-ution which ar«- "«*l
1‘

- 1*11.1.-
! l.v

HOt.

n-c (*r wni

if a limite

tioiil.l a<

iere.i a

ex.-lusivi

l- i;. tin

lniiniier

uy

la im

rrrl Hi. atrs

if pi-1- an-

fill ll riTtlli

!\ iii.iiiti.'ii-.

in In the

iai form

Mate, ft

i-ert ilirule

•nn-idera

itite! -I a t
*-

- -in-. !'<'

t !"iiM are

tll.ir

That

, a-sombling of the facts as presented in this r

We recommend more especially against the i

i necessitate mental reservations of any kind;

v ;
-nwly referred to by the inspector, siirli lists

:i
j.i m a j>art thereof; if such pests as may he cou>

state without regard for outside sections nr

. Hiii.-ati . such should be plainly indicated in the

We recommend that where local conditions require a -pen

...
*
ije sale and shipment of nursery stock wholly within the

t*c given to a wording and style of eertiimate appropriate for the

• iS-iiicnts. In this connection we call attention e-pc-ialb t<* tin

:i t i " now in use in Florida.

... We recommend that insect pests and diseases which
:illin tin

•«k Mini which cannot be observed by the inspector until tin-

.iriijilv omitted from the certification, except where tree by tie

i i i- after the trees are removed from the ground.

<5. We recommend that where lack of sutlicicnt Jiuan-ial Mippi

•

.
;h inspection of the roots of nursery stock after the fives ai

'•'•:tiiicji.tes or licenses as are provided the nurserymen be <*rante<i ni ii-r -

nrli ini agreements concerning the separation ami .|e<fru«tio» if dmca-ci or in

trees at the time the trees are removed from the nursery row-. W*

'"'•iifiori here to the system used in Illinois and in Arkansu-.

r. We reeoniinend as a condition for the issuance of a eerriti-ate covering

s'-iy >tuck standing in the nursery, that the owner of tin* tree- au've

v i'm r as possible oil ciown-gal 1-in feetod trees and all stone trail tree

ii:,.ured bv peach borer and trees of any kind infested with tn niato.

Hi- shipments upon which certificates are used be guaranteed to i

V s iblc iufeetion or infestation to the extent of !h> per cent.

\ Wc recommend for the consideration of this section the

n ! - nte as the basts for the adoption of a uniformly phrase,

interstate shipments:

insf ivtci by til*- lireicr

or his representative, that the said * * i:i ' 1 ”

with regular requirements for the elimination of inte-ted or di-eu-i.d t"'"

as a condition of the issuance of this ecrtiiicatc. and is hen-iw authorized

'bis certificate or a copy thereof on interstate shipment- of tin- 'tu< k ^p 1 1

1

'll unless revoked for cause, if is further tl| i<l*i

ud agreed that neither this certificate nor a copy thereof shall be i to

o a package or parcel of trees or other living plants to be shipped lo mud

des where provisions have been ina*le for the inspection oi imj mit t«*-. t.<*-

‘s at destination.

signed —

.-all
‘

I., .-lirmnate

- j» lintel or

: i r i
• I that

lilowing i*< 'i'll i ol

ciK-ral ci-rliii-ate

Tk - to certify that the nursery stock of

acres located at ha

•‘by certify that all provisions have been agreed t<

'-'Very detail.

1 to and the term- -oinplb-i

Signed —
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V. W«* rivoiniiirmi tlmt the foregoing information furnished by the v.i

speetion nllieiids ami our iv»-oiiiim‘m!atioiis be printed ami plaecil before :

hers of this section for rinsil action at the next annual meeting of this sec*
,

that in tin* meantime em h ofih-ial endeavor to remove objectionable feat:.-. :

his certificates.

Respectfully submitted,

A. \Y. Morrill*

Franklin Sherman. .

F. L. Washbh: s'.

C',„>

Megilla Maculata. While cutting a large chestnut tree. April 20, in an oh-.
.

cavity, partially filled with leaf mould and in which there was still some fin-:. ?!

was found a ball or cluster of Megilla nmcuhh, Doth The numbers exc *od<<i -iV

lmt probably not one hundred and ton. I personally counted fifty-eight

other scattered specimens. They were lively although somewhat cold. \:: ;

them was one specimen of Adnlia bipuncMa L. This hibernating cluster :d>-' 'h'

some mortality which apparently is significant. In one spot, adhering ?n :: k'

punky wood, were three dead Megilla maetdata De (1. Furthermore. « !i« v -k

some signs of mould. This may be secondary and not a feature of their k a:!;

could not be said definitely that the hibernation occurred within the h ai m. .

although apparently the* insects had buried themselves.

Burton X. <

»

-.Ti-
^

A New South American Scientific Journal. Prof. Charles Ik Port r.

ing the chair of general zoology and applied entomology and also director <>. k<-

eentlv established Museum and Laboratory of Economic Zoology at tin’ X ^i -

Agricultural Institute of Santiago, Chili, has undertaken the publication *>•
:

’

scientific journal under the title "Anales de Zoologia Aplieada." Thi-

to he especially devoted to original studies oil species beneficial to ami p:n ;-;e

man. domesticated animals and cultivated plants in America. The \v< ;
o;

"Revista Chilena de Historic Natural," edited by Professor Porter, is b ^

tinned, but only for systematic papers. The u
Anales de Zoologia Apl

he published quarterly, in S’, on excellent paper, profusely illustrated
1 : '

figures and wlu n necessary with plain or colored plates. Original conn il
'

American parasites ( Protozoa. Vermes. Arthropoda), in English, French 1
'

will ho accepted. Announcements of books, other scientific periodicals y :

’

ments relating to the subject matter of the journal will be printed on d« u k
liages. Tiie director wishes to exchange the "Anales de Zoologia Aph<

all special journals of economic zoology and entomology. The subscr;; ' i:

is 2o trams a year. Advertisements on colored pages 25 francs per pa- '
!

'

number. The address of the director of the new journal is: Prof. (’ '
-

'

(. . M. Z. S.. I* . E, S., Director de los Anales Zoologia Aplieada, Casilla 2tu •
' •

Chile.
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Ai*<;rsT, i!»u

j
. i-. lit i >r=» will thankfully receive tu-ws item* nml »tlnT n.am-r iik> !\ t . . I j. lt . >n-t r .

.

will be puhlishcil. so f:j r ms pn-isiM'-, in iIk- or<l.-r tv,
.

j,-. i, ,-|
, \ ;] , \i. ii.j.-.j

:it Jmst, should be in the hands of the *-• lit* »r thv tir*t of t
h- • tiu.ii'i, j

u

,
I . m.* i.nl-'i,

. i rs art' requested to supply clr-ctrotypcs for lliv kirir-r i!!u.-; i.-.r o i n,-

; all papers will he acknowledged.-- Eus.

S :• .lairs or reprints will he supplied authors at th<* following

Number of pages 4 v
1L’ 1 1. :;j

Price per hundred 51. oft ST'jU 5 l . so im
Additional hundreds 2-> ..Ml 7.7 7' l.:,n

r -nimbly printed on first patio only, 10(1 r«ij»i», Si.Oii, ad-iiii loa: (oVid'-d- s V; f

1

j , t
, •,

. i. per hundred. Folio reprints, ih« uncut fnM.'d pair* -s .Mi s.;,u ( 1

1

j cases. Shipment by parcel post, express or fieiebt as din-ef-d

There nave been marked advances in the uses of i u-i<i i<i< l<*^ in

'Di years and it is a pleasure to include in thh number an article

utiim to soil fumigation. This is a difficult problem and one wort hy

'.net’ll] study. Enough progress has been made to >ugg<M the

"ihility of a practical soil fumigant being developed for the control

' 'iiid'-rranean pests of staple crops. It might lie feasible to um*

' !: materials in connection with fall plowing, if land could not be

•vly [ilanted within a few weeks after treatment. This is one of the

-A points in entomological practice. It is to lie hoped that tin*

.
.

:
'

r f

• j i
f difficulties will ho overcome soon and a generally available

wmigant found.

be interdependence of entomologists as well a< the value of our

3 .-[« if’ batteries was shown by the developments of tin- la>l few

1 in Xow York state. A localised though widespread outbreak

’!.) Hogged grasshopper and several associated tornis was quickly

1 in threatened grain fields by the useof the Kansas bait, brought

. only last year. Dying insects were to be seen within lour

'

i5
~

"'T the distribution of the bait and within three days about

•Mit of the grasshoppers in a field were dead. Our eastern grass-

are rarely migratory and consequently there wie not the

,lJ ” ^ norai cooperation among farmers in the infested area a* in

r hough united action is desirable and increases the value oi

“
!iJ

' ires adopted.
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Reviews

Iraite D’Entomobgie Forestiere, by A. Barbey. Borg< -!

mult ,
Baris. France, 1013.

This volume. intended for funsters and woodland owners, contains brin

on insect anatomy ami insect classification, then discusses the principal in.-'

of < ;k‘}i kind of in*c used in foresi planting, beginning with the conifers. IV :

host tree the inserts are treated as follows! attacking the roots; bark of o

and luaneli' s: interior of the wood: branches; buds, ami loaves.

The book contains O‘Jf-1 pages. 307 text figures, 8 colored plates, and a bihii« :::

of «ii references to EurojM'an literattire. Many of the text figures are from <

photographs and the plates are from drawings.

Though this volume is not indispensable to the forest entomologist in An,- ..

is useful as a reffTOlire work, and therefore finds a plaee in department ! ;U

Those engaged in the inspection of inqiortcd nursery stock, and those study m;: !

pean pests liable to Ik* bronght into ihis eountry, will find this book useful, v s

haps therein lies its greatest value to American entomologists.

W. 1

Die Forstinsekten Mitteleuropas. Ein Lehr- und Hamlin he..

K. Ksciikhich. A new edition of Judeich-Xitschc, text-book «!

trul European forest entomology. Revised. \ol. I. tlen< m.

trod net ion to the structure and life habits of insects, as well a-

general fundamental principles of practical forest ontoniolog\.

433 pp., 248 text figures. Berlin. 1914.

Although this volume appeared only this year it has quite an interesting *

In 1S41 Katzeburg, tlie father of forest entomology in Germany, published «

-]

for private libraries and forester a small volume entitled “Die Waldvon l« :
i

•

ihre Feindo." So great was the demand for it, that in 1869 he issued a sixti:

Each of the editions was revised and enriched with fresh observations. A

revised tnlition was issued by Judeieh in 1876. In 1885, Judeich & Xitschr t

the first part of a completely revised and enlarged edition under the new tit !<•

though still designated "the eighth edition of Ratzoburg’s” original work,

be noted that in the present volume Katzeburg’s name is absent from the
’

Says the author in the preface : "About thirty years have now elapsed

first part of ‘.Judeich-Xitsehe’ appeared—thirty years full of activity and

in our science. Everywhere, primarily in Xorth America, as a result of

nition of the profound significance of insects on life under our cultiviiti"’

entomology has been studied with a hitherto unknown zeal and scientific

An enormous amount of new facts of general importance were thus brouc:

and some of the earlier views must either be more or less modified or entii

overboard, so that our science today presents an essentially different asp<-

places higher requirements upon the knowledge and skill of its represent:

the science of thirty years ago.’’

Four \ olumes are contemplated, of which this is the first. This is mor<

as large as the corresponding part of the old edition, made necessarj' by ’

hens ivc treatment of the anatomy, physiology and developmental histm

sects and especially by the exhaustive presentation of the factors limn

(Chapter VI j and the fundamental principles of effective rational con

The last two subjects could not, in the author’s opinion, “be treated wi ;
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HEVIEWS

• ugliness, as they represent the foiindatimi <!' fmvsi mti pnn li.v.

\\j. -ii'ver has learned to think correctly on tiles; 1 points will lentaiii warn -d .iLnuti't

,
|,

... .-rrors in practice.’'

I
chapter on insert-killing fungi was prepared by Dr (!. Lakuii. while tie” Wuh^

t ;lt'inii Means of Prevention” come from Dr. \V. Hnrgiuatm of Tliar.-mdt

\ bibliography is given at the end of each chapter, listing the nm>t important p« r-

• w orks.

>;,eial emphasis is laid on illustrations, of which the present volume remains

more than double the number of those in th<' corro ponding part .if the old

,

i i i " a. Only comparatively few of those in the old f < J it i< >n arc her*' r< -prodon-d

"tied hy N at end of legend). The new figures are partly borrowed fr-nn other

s !!;.' and partly original.

volume before ns is divided into eight chapters with the followin', chapter

;>nt«'r f. Position of Insects in the System.

Ci-iprer II. External Apjx'arance of Ins ets • Morphology .

(
'o

:

i

pT<-r III. Internal Struct ure of Insect?- Anatomy and Pliy^iolngv .

('i;i[i!er IV. Hcprod net ion.

rpipter V. Insects as a Natural and Economic IWer in Dencml and i - ] jio i:i i J\

in reference to Forestry.

t
i .utter >1. Natural Limitation of Insert Increase.

< a,-infer VII. Prevention and Control of lrs;<t (
‘a lam it i«>

f 1 . apt * *r vnr. (leneral Survey of the SysUm of lnsed> with ••upp!i mem :

( i
' m b-

[Establishment, of a Forest Entomological Collection,

TJ.i
• Oiapter on Insects as a Natural and Economic Power covers the -ubj<ri trniu

a . ;;v angles that it abounds in data of exceeding interest. After a brief di>cij-d'iu

:
*!•' average size of insects, the number of genera and species, the nia»i > ol itnli-

i-i'i > and (heir distribution in the various meilia. the author das-ilie.- tie directions

•
- a ir tlie activity of insects is specially important as follows:

! They hasten the disintegration of dead organisms.

- Dit-y destroy numerous living organisms and thus contribute to tin* maint***

: u' the organic balance;

;;
1 i.ey constitute the necessary source of food of many other aniimib;

»• ! key bring about cross fertilization of many plants;

' I <;cy assist in the distribution of the plant world, and

h
i

' ey participate in soil building.

1

'i se, 1, 3, and 4 were discussed by the original authors fudeich >V Nit-dm
,

'• "• c d (i being new additions. Of these. the last two are of intercsi. primarily lr-

; e ( ; a>ed on most recent studies.

i ;i ' - discussion of the “Degree of Dc.ilnfdinto** oj h>r> 4 Tout c/>, tic- author

: '< $ the following influencing factors:

^ biology of the given insect.

’
• tree species.

’ ! age of the trees attacked.

'[ health condition of the plants.

: character of soil.

! weather conditions.

' season of the year in which the attack is made,

sylvicultural conditions.
'

I

h]
;

-h:

geographical position.
.

the first one and the last two are not given, at least not in the? conwdion,

h and Nitsche. This is what the author has to say under caption 8 in it.

'u to the United States:
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“ Difference of management lias an important influence on I ho extent nf

Till* degree to which this is true we can see from tho fart, for instance, ih.r

dean kept forests under normal weather com lit ions, etc., the barkbcetles are ..

a menace: while in North America, where forest management in our sen*.. ,

.

nothing of a elean forest management, is scarcely known, they are responsible :

- >

greatest devastations in the forests, ami in many localities the very existent,

forests is jeopardized by them.”

His disaission of “Cultural Methods of Prevention” Professor Moygm.-ii;:

eludes thus:

“If we review the various methods which art* founded in the first plan- <:

bases of lumtinn and xijlnniUmr and. in the second, on forest waning m< n( ;ii: i .

ulili ulion respectively, it is not difficult to recognize in the cotn]xisitc the fundo r?

priiicipl'* of all preventive measures that in <t ii'dl order*') m-m i(f
-nt>-n\ <

/nil 1

, .

Jied h;/ the prioripfrs of o nnlural xylrienil tire os orll u-t h»f croinhii' 4 ret/uin m- >

fnc from a enf-atni-driid nnc-xide/lnexx, lira (he hes( foundotion for pro/rc//,M

i/rent insert rdtnnUirs."

This is what Professor Dscherirh has to say regarding our (lipsy Motli :

“Tints, the gigantic campaign which fhe Americans are leading against th> ia -

motli represents a great step forwards also for (lermau forest entomology: e.

:

1 may safely say. tho most important progress that our science of forest t-in< n-
-

-

had ft* record in the last decade. It, is therefore quite nceessarv that the tTi::..

entomologist should be informed about it ami that he draw the correspond ing k-

edge from if.”

Like its forelieurs, this work promises to l)e a fairly complete compendia!.;

knowledge of forest entomology, especially as applied to cultivated forest" A*

yet. a careful perusal of the methods of prevention and control as given in tie- \T

before us. particularly as to the details of the execution of the latter, tie n*

comprehensive as they are from the viewpoint of forest conditions and pi;r ' -

western Kurope, as regards the Doited States one is led to tho inevitable (<>!;••

that not only the principal forest insect depredators but the very forest cm

in tlie l nited States arc so radically different from those prevailing in Liurop

least for tin* present, tlie practices prevailing there are applicable lien* "i.-

limited extent.

Jacok KoT!

Min/ >n. //>/.;.

A Textbook of Medical Entomology by W. S. Patton* ami I
^

Ck.ukl Christian Literature' Society for India. London. M 1 —
and Calcutta. 19LL quarto) pp. i-xxxiv, 1-704. pis. LXXX'X

This large volume covers a practically unoccupied field and relates to ea

most important phases of economic entomology. Within its covers wc tm 1

prchoiisivc and carefully prepared summary of what is known concerning p»

insects, 'the authors have been careful not to draw the lines too closely ;
'

have some regard for space limitations. The book is designed particularly

cal workers in the tropics and is a “guide to a study of the relations betw
pods and disease ” The information presented is conspicuous by its m

most text and reference books on economic entomology and was of necessity

from numerous and widely scattered sources; in some instances little \v:i>

except that published by the earlier students of insect anatomy. The am *

been more concerned in elucidating, and rightly so in this instance, practice t

value to the experimenter and field worker, rather than the improvement of 1
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• fti.'? and the harmonizing of discordant elements in anatninical ti< irm-iK l.< i ur t
>

i:;.:-<rtant though the latter may be.

'i :ii
1 first chapter outlines the history of entomology as a branch »[ preventive

vine, summarizes the classification of the arthropods and defines the pi iiinp.iT

/ones. The next two chapters, over 110 pages, discuss the external ami internal

’ oiiiy respectively. The first is ini[K)rtant as an aid to the identification ,>i m- ets.

a knowledge of the internal anatomy, both maeroseopie and n»i<-m-ropj.
,

j, a

r- >|uisite for the satisfactory recognition of pathogenic conditions and the him-

ri::, jfion of the causative organism.

retain pathogenic Diptera and their dose allies, such as the (‘ulirida-. Tabanida*.

- i:i< Muschhe, are discussed in detail. Members of the Siplmiiaptera. Uhynehota,

An«|ileura, Ixodidac and Acari are similarly treated. The organism's ivlatimi to

.-! '!, its natural parasites, external anatomy, bioiiomies. method" of rearing in

»*:<- laboratory, arc some of the matters discussed. Kadi c*f the principal eii;ipiers

< mn. hides with a well-selected and classified biliography.

T!ie investigator must first identify the insect. We have in this volume a number

: k< vs from various sources for the- recognition of species, rin se are supplemented

i'V descriptions and numerous illustrations. Careful directions are given for the

< iion of the various forms^ The many practical hints for handling and rearing

;i<‘ invaluable and exceedingly suggestive. This work is a necessity to all >tudents

: tin* medical aspects of applied entomology, particularly in tropical and subtropical

ngi'Tis, while those in other sections will find much that is very serviceable. Asa

Minnec work, this publication should appeal strongly to the general economic

•n'oiniilngist and to all giving instruction of a collegiate grade

Flies In Relation To Disease, Non-bloodsucking Flies, by <J. S.

(Ikaiiam-Smith. Cambridge. The University Pn^s. 1913. pp.

i xi v, 1-292, 24 pis. 32 text figs.

I !:i- is a critical and very conservative account of the part noM-hlood^icking Hies

• by ;a the dissemination of disease, as shown by available evidence. Furthennore,

• eiihor lays a substantial foundation for subsistlent investigations, Chapters

a iid six, dealing with the structure of the proboscis and the imictions of the

h part of the digestive system, are particularly strong and worthy oi careful

'*•!’« They constitute a most fitting introduction to the chapter" on habits, methods

rving flies in captivity, and the distribution of bacteria, all replete with signili-

l!j * -wts and containing much of value respecting methods. 1 h<* relaiion of flies

r“ " more important diseases is illuminated with much original data and is con-

without prejudice to the organisms under discussion, the author refusing to

<!ri inclusions not amply supported by trustworthy evidence. He emphasizes

:;i ’
’

i of more epidemiological data before drawing general con elu> ions.

J ntomologist, both economic and systematic, will be particularly interested

• 1

=ti portions of the anatomical discussions, the evidence relating to the dbsemi-

i,;
i disease and that in regard to myiasis. The physician and others wit h similar

- will find in this small volume an excellent summary and a practical intro-

to a difficult and complex subject.
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Current Notes
Conducted by the Associate Editor

Mr. J. Ib Hminii. of the Bureau of Entomology, recently visited Mobile, ALi.

to investigate the Argentine ant in its relation to citrus trees in Hint region

Messrs. H. (». Barber, Charles W.

visit Porto Him this summer to assist

the insects.

beng and F. H. Watson, of New York,

in the survey of the island, especially sin-

Professor A. b. Melander, who lias heen on leave of absence studying at tin Bi

instil ution, Harvard University, for the past year, has returned to Pullman. \\

ington.

Professor A. lb Cord ley, Dean of the Oregon School of Agriculture at ('mv

and formerly entomologist, lias recently been appointed Director of t

I

k* Or

Station.

Professor W. M. Wheeler of Harvard University is absent on a visit

where he will attend the mmlings of the British Association for the .

of Science, and collect and study the Australian species of ants.

to Aum

Advance

Professor E. F, 1 Etchings, now associate professor of horticulture, I'niveio?

Maine, formerly state entomologist, emerged about June 1 from five weeks

Boston hospital and is recuperating during the summer at Enfield, Me.

Mr. F. L. Simanton lias been placed in charge of the Bureau of Kmnn;

laboratory at Winthrop. Me,, to continue especially the codling moth mo-
tions there umlertaken last by Mr. K. H. Siegler.

Mr. .John \Y. Bailey, a student of the* Mississippi Agricultural College. wh<

been appointed temporary field assistant in the Bureau of Entomology, wiii i

charge of the work at Brownsville, Tex., in the absence of Mr. High.

Mr. M. E. Mactiregor, a Carnegie scholar, has been engaged as a coital :

Bureau of Entomology, in the investigation of the possible insect traiismi-

pellagra, lie will be associated with Mr. A. H. Jennings at Spartanburg mr -

months.

Mr. lb H. Hutchison, of the Bureau of Entomology, has returned to Wi-:

from New Orleans. He will be engaged on experiments with the house tl\

the season. Mr. A. W. J. Pomeroy will be associated with him in this inviv - •

Mr. C. H. T, Townsend, who has been director of the Entomological F> ; a

Station at bima, Peru, ret urued to the United States July 1, and is now < ’>

with the l nit ed States National Museum at Washington, where he shoe.

dressed.

Air. E. W Cover of the New Mexico Agricultural College, has been

by the Bureau of Entomology to continue the codling moth investigate

way during the past two seasons in the Pecos Valley in New Mexico, and v.

interrupted by the untimely death of Mr. A. G. Hammar.
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\1; .1. S. Houser, of the Ohio Station. visited NYw Jnsev. NYw York mid the

\, a Kngland Stat<‘s early in June to study tin* methods employed in dealing with

• j.c ii- psy and brown-tail tooths and other shade tree in-eets. Mr. Hou.-. r visited

ull i j entomologists on this trip.

Mr. Loren B. Smith of Cornell I'niversity. formerly of tie' \nv;i Semin \tM-toul-

• College, has been ap|K>iuted Assistant Sr at** KntnmnldM-! uf Yirnihia. Mr.

NM.iiij ^ ill be lornted at the Virginia Trnek Experiment Station at Norfolk, and will

-Large of the work on the truck crop in-erf s.

Mr T. E. Holloway, i»f the Bureau of Entomology. will -pend several mom Its in

| jji'i ij during the summer, visiting Italy, Frame and (Yummy. Hr w ill !»<• a.rouo

nr ! by Mr. (1. X. Waleott of the Porto Rico Board of Agriculture.

Mr F. M. Wild lev, a student of tin* Kansas State Agricultural College. j> a—igued

temporary field assistant in tlie Bureau of Entomology to cooperate with Mr.

I 15. Milliken at Garden City, Kansas, in work on truck crop inserts. especially

>! in-refs injurious to sugar heels.

Mr. Mason, a Carnegie seliolar, who lias been in this muntiy for about a mir,

rciitly having studied at Cornell ('Diversity, has been appointed < iovertum-ni

l.:;’i.itiologi.st iii Xyasulan<l. He spent some (lays in Washington (luring the month

;
r- punitory to leaving for his new post.

Hearings were hold by the Federal Horticultural Board, on May 1.1. regarding

pink boll worm which occasionally comes into this country in cottonseed in

; .;!(•' of lint; on June 22, regarding (he extension of the quarantine again.-' tin* gypsy

•U'i I'lnu u-tail moths in the Xew Kngland State-.

Mr. John A. Grossbeek, a specialist in groinetrida*, and for the last few years

"’.ti'-i'inl with the American Museum of Xatural History in New York. formerly

"i-taur to Dr. J. B. Smith at the Xew Jersey Station, died in Baibmio >*
, British

M I.. Aprils, 11)11. Mr. Grossbeek was born in Paterson. N. .J.. February 2, I'^A.

•Mi Jacob Kotinsky, who was formerly Entomologist of Hawaii, h.rl been ap-

entomological assistant in the Knifed States Bureau of Entomology and

: ii )
!* -• 1 to the Division of Forest Insect Investigations of which I Jr. A. i A Hopkins

' -!j L urge. Mr. Kotinsky's present address is Silver Spring. Md . P. P No. A

Mr M. M. High, entomological assistant. Bureau of Kntornologv. who bs> D-mi

on truck-crop ari<l stored-product in.-eet investigations, especially on onion

1 Brownsville, Tex., will resume liis midsummer headquart - ;it Knox,

:,j
’'’!( ere he will continue on the same class of insects under difhrent climatic

1 onditions.

,

Mr K. A. Miller, graduate 1908 of the Texas A. and M. College, who ha- been

1 ::,r
1 Biologist and Assistant Entomologist for the past two years, has taken up

'" r*
’i the L. & X. Ry., in the capacity of horticulturist, plant pathologist and

‘-aist. Mr. Ed. L. Ayers, B.S., 1911, of the A. and M. College has been

! to fill Mr. Miller’s place in the Texas Department of Agriculture.

,/
Mr

: J. Xeweomcr, of Lcland .Stanford I'niversity. has been employed by the

“ !;o Entomology and assigned to work on deciduous fruit in- •ts in the W enat-

'

^ A, Washington. In cooperation with Mr. D. F. IKhcr. representing the
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Bureau of Plant Industry, a special investigation is being made of Stign

the apple,

Mr, Boyd I,. Hoyden, scientific assistant in the Bureau of Entomology,

formerly employe* 1 at Whittier, Cal, where he was associated with Me»r- s

Woglum and John E. Graf, recently eodperating with the latter in work on w-y. •
.

affecting sugar-beet and other crops, will take headquarters at Oxnard. <

continue investigations on sugar-beet and bean insects.

Owing to injury to citrus trees in California by the citrus mealy bug ;>i :

species, it is proposed to establish a field station of the Bureau of Entum.

investigate these pests arui devise moans for controlling them. This work -a,:; .

in charge of Mr. R. S. Woglum, and when he has found a suitable local inn •

new station, the one at Whittier will be discontinued.

Mr. Arthur II. Rosenfold, director and entomologist of the Tueuman Aru'-no’.:

Agricultural Experiment Station and a foreign member of the American A>>mv.\-.:.

of Economic Entomologists, was named Professor of Entomology in the Pen

of Tueuman by government decree last April. Mr. Rosenfeld was at>« > in:id

Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at it- At!-!. .

meeting.

At a recent meeting of the board of trustees, Maryland Agricultural f -ii :

Professor T. B. Symons, State Entomologist and dean of the School of llnriiruliv

was appointed director of the Extension Division which has recently been f<»: mi-

:

the Institution. Professor Symons will, however, continue to direct the

cal work in the state. Mr. E. X. Cory, associate professor at the same lu-'eae-

was promoted to Professor of Zoology.

In the Division of Apiculture, Bureau of Entomology, Dr. X. E. Mein* ! ,:

to Winchester, Va., to cooperate with Air. E. R. Blakeslee of the Decidui e 1: •'

Insect Investigations, in a study of the etTects on honey bees of spraying i'i v ! e- -

while in full bloom. To obtain further data he will go to Winthrop, M- " ‘

branch laboratory under the direction of Mr. F. L. Simanton, about Jinn ’ P'

G. F. White, who spent the winter in Ithaca, X. Y., has returned to W> ^

Mr. George S. Demuth closed up the work on the wintering of bees in PE > :
'pt

about the end of May.

In response to a demand from grape growers in the Lake Erie Valley, a -
:

lias been re-established by the Bureau of Entomology, at North East, P '
!

‘

further investigations of grape insects and other deciduous fruit insect > r;

will be made. Esj>ecial attention will be given to the grape berry moth. ;
'

continues to be a grape pest of first importance in that general region. As I

-

Iselv, of Cornell University, has been employed to look after the genri i, ! -

and field work, and Mr. R. A. Cushman has been transferred from the V : ^

laboratory to North East. Pa., and will have charge of the investigation- :
'

of the grape berry moth, to which it is proposed to give more attent i> ‘

.

been possible heretofore. Mr. Cushman will also make a study of tin "7

Chalcis, which, in recent, years, has been the cause of considerable com

apple growers.

Mailed August 15, 1914.




